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'With Malice Toward None With Charity For All-- And With Firmness In The Right"
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About Assessments Baccalaureate Warning
The Baccalaureate Sermon by
Hey, Russel Sunday evening, fill-
ed the new Church to its full seat
ing capacity, Many people were
To All Whom It May Concern,
you are hereby warned not to
purchase, trade for or, in any
manner to contract relative to any
personal property, claimed by or
represented to be owned by my
husband, Charles Christman, for
all of said property belongs to
me as my own and seperate es-
tate, and no sale, bill of sale or
Building Bigger
The Floersheira Mercantile Co.
has continued the extension of
their warehouse on the lots ad-
joining the store on the north un-
til now it fronts the house-trac- k
the entirh length of the old cor-
ral. It includes a ware-hous-e
18x74 feet, a coal house and oth
er storage room nearly a3 large
find sheds are being erected for
lumber to occupy the rest o f the
space. Thestableswill. be re-
moved to the old ware-hous- e cor
other form of conveyance what-
soever of said property or any
'
April 15, 1914.
Spanish-America- n, Roy, N. M.
Dear Sir:
From , the number of letters
that I receive there still seems to
be much mis understanding as to
the duty of the tax payer in mak-
ing his return. I will be glad if
you will publish this short letter
in your weekly,
In the first place, unless one
files his schedule listing his
property, and in addition sub-
scribes to the oath which forms a
part of the schedule that he or
she is the bead of a family or a
widow and entitled to the exemp-
tion, there is no power whatso-
ever under our law that can grant
the exemption. The District
Attorney can't do it, the court
can't do it, the Hoard of Equali-zationcan- 't
do it andthe Governor
can't do it, because the law is as
explicit as it is possible to be
part thereof will be respected by
in from far out in the country
and the sermon was one well
worth coming to hear not alone
for the graduating class but for
older people as well, A double
quartett rendered two anthems
and other appropriate music and
altogether it was an enjoyable as
well as a profitable service.
Mrs. Will Hill and her mother,
Mrs. Ratcliffe, arrived- - last
Friday from Missouri, where
they spent the winter. Will was
not expecting them and they got
a ride out home with a neighbor
and surprised him.
ral and the old warehouse will be me.
Dated This 18th day of April,used for storing feed and wool so
that they will no longer be oblig A. D, 1914.
Mrs. Anna Christman.ed to rent space in the big Rail
road warehouse. It isa valuble
Mrs. Ida Watson made Finalimprovement to the property as
well as a great convenience to Proof on her claim south of town
Monday.sales-peopl- e and customers alike.
Further, real estate must be re. J (Class piai)
Given By
Pupils of:8S Roy Public Schools
I.O.O.F. Hall, Abrí
frl
Curtain Raiser
"Not A Man In The House"
Who ha had experience with a cruel Husband
MRS. MARIA BINGS, , and after his death declares no man MAGGIE SUE BROWN
' shall enter her house .
MISS LUCILE RYDER, ' Her timid, sister, . HELEN ÉUSSEL
JESSIE RAY, A pretty niece who eomes to visit GLADYS HERN,
An old fashioned, elderly lady who
AUNT BELINDA, sympathizes with the young, ETHEL LEATHERMAN,
KATE, Servant girl who greatly admires gentleman cousin, HAZEL SHELTREN,
Between Acts "Women's Righto" A Reading, By Mi Maggie-Su- e Brown.
"The Deacon"
A Comedy-Dram-a In Five Acts
CAST OF CHARACTERS
turned for taxation whether the
exemption covers the value or
not. Otherwise, it will be return
ed by the assessor and the State
will obtain a lien. The assessor
has no right, where a tax payer
fails to mak his return, to grant
an exemption. The tax payer is
required only to make a true list
of his property, the valuation be-
ing left to the County Board of
Equalization which establishes a
valuation upon all lands by class-
es, an exception, however, being
made in the matter of merchan-
dise upon which the valuation
must be fixed by the merchant.
A final meeting of the County
Board of Equalization will beheld
the first Monday in June, at
which the matter of the revision
of classifications will be taken uy
and individuals who claim they
have been taxed too high will be
heard. The County Boards of
Equalization and the assessors of
this district are' doing their ut-
most to meet the requirements
of the new legislation regarding
tax matters and to cope with
changed conditions in the State.
They not only invite but urge all
tax payers who are interested in
reaching correct conclusions and
achieving the exceedingly diff-
icult accomplishment of securing
a proper return of all the prop-
erty in the County to assist them
not only by giving áceutite in-
formation but. by attending and
taking part in the meeting of the
Board of Equalization which will
be held in June.
Yours very truly.
C, W. G. Ward,
.
District Attorney.
ALBERTO BRANCH
Mrs. Thornton's brother-in-la- w, with a
passion for lemonade with
a stick in it
DEACON THORNTON
GEORGE GRAEZ,
GEORGE DARRAH,
JAMES REED,
PARSON BROWNLOW,
PETE,
BILLY,
MRS. THORNTON,
HELEN
MISS AMELIA FAWCETT
MINNIE DARRAH,
NELLIE,
PEDRO, u
SYLVAN FLOERSHEIM
RAYMOND HUTCHISON,
LEO RYCHLEWSKI,
Wm. G. JOHNSON
CHESTER SCOTT.
ARCHIE DAVIS,
EMMA BOULWARE,
GERTRUDE PENDLETON,
DOLLIE H. FARMER
NELLIE GOODMAN,
LOUISE KENNEDY,
Wm.G. JOHNSON,
ALLENE BOULWARE,
Mrs. Thornton's Nephew,
. alias Matt wheeler,
A friend Of Darrah's,
Mrs. Thomson's Servant
The Deacon's boy,
t
Her daughter,
Her maiden sister,
George Darrah's wife,
Her child,
An organ grinder
Mrs, Thornton's servantDAISY DEAN,
Dancers, Policeman, Villagers, etc;
a i 1 tí J Seats Reserved, 10c. extraiamnion, auuuu y vuwe At ths Darbcr Shop.
SPANISH-AI.IERlOAN-
".
mones from Clryene to the Garden f
Eden, and they made trips back and
rise swiftly and surely. Everything
worked exactly as desired and the ma-
chine soon disappeared from the view
of the watchers, behind a bank of
clouds. ' , ;
They went up and swam In the
fleecy clouds that billowed in the gold-Th- e
crowned heads were happy to wit-
ness the marriage ceremony.
j STORY J
Satisfied that his surmise was cor-
rect, he turned homeward and after
a short conference with Astra left
again. This time he traversed the Pa-
cific coast of the Americas. Starting
from Mexico, he went southward,
watching his electro-spectrosco- In-
cessantly, while he circled over the
volcanic regions of the Andes. (
Day after, day he continued his
search, going farther and farther
south, always near the ocean. His
r
forth until the whole deposit of dry-nit- h
was landed on the Island of Ci
ryne. The spectroscope showed that
there must be more under the surface,
but Napoleon knew he. had sufficient
for the time being, and was satisfied
to leave the rest until such time as
he needed it, J
New hangars were built on the
Island. The work progressed rapidly.
Aerodromone after aerodromone of
the new type, was stored away by the
expert workmen. ...
Nannlenn'H visits to Astra were his
happiest hours. He confided his hopes
and expectations to her. She gave him
all the sympathy and encouragement
at her command. Their lives were at-
tuned to perfect harmony.
The work on Ciryne had progressed
so well that Whistler was able to over
see it all without Napoleon's assist-
ance and one day he took leave from
Astra with the following words:
"I am going to pay a' visit to our
excellent friend, the Count von Wer-
denstein, and then, when I have ascer-
tained his attitude toward the peace
committee, I will go on a still hunt for
the final preventive of war."
The Count von Werdensteln's palace
was equipped with a roof hangar, at
were all the large private dwellings,
and the Eagle found it an easy matter
to alight there without molestation."
Napoleon had sent a 'graph message
to the count to expect him, but did
not mention the time of his arrival.
The quick descent made it impos-slbl- e
for the observers to discern the
type of machine that alighted, and the
workmen in the hangar did not pay
any attention to Sullivan when Na-
poleon left the craft Üullivar. simply
locked the door and sat reading until
his return.
The count was very much surprised
to receive his card, as the attendants
had not announced him. Nevertheless,
he received him in his usual suave
manner.
Napoleon saw and felt that the count
was in an extremely happy state of
mind, that he was no mors In despair,
but hopeful.
"1 am very glad to see your excel-
lency drop Into our circle once more."
He grasped both hands of the presi-
dent of the peace committee.
"The pleasure is mine, your honor,"
was Napoleon'B reply. "My call 1b not ,
an official one. It Is a private matter.
That is why I dropped Into your home
so unceremoniously."
"You are welcome."
"I thought you would be kind enough
to listen to me. You remember my
last visit here, when I wanted you to
sell me, or 'to help me purchase the
Peak Suemeg In Hungary? At that
time I thought the place contained the
crystals of cirynith, the substance
from which my aerodromones are
made." Napoleon paused, and the
count looked, at him cautiously.
"I took some samples of the crystals
when I discovered it, and analyzed
them, To my surprise I found that it
has not" the same electro magnetic
qualities that the cirynith of Ciryne
has." He paused again; still the count
said nothing. "Now, I am sorry that
I have troubled you in this matter,
as I do not want the property, for my
experiments have proved to mo that
the crystals are worthless for my pur
poseB." '
"But you are mistaken," blurted out
the count He realized in the same
second that he had made a mistake,
but, after all, what difference could It (
make? Napoleon smiled serenely, and
gave no sign of satisfaction at having
brought this Information from the
count. .
"All I can tell you is," continued he,
"that the chemical quality is not the
same, and I cannot make use of the
deposit, and for this reason I do not
Irish to interest myself further in the
property." v'c
(TO BE CONTINUED.) , ,
We've All Met Them.
; , Some men are so confident In dis-
cussing other people's chances of
Joining the heavenly choir that you
might think they were on the mambs
ship committee. Exchange.
CHAPTER XIX.
The Garden of Eden,
Napoleon and Astra kept 'the flight
of the Countess Rosiny and the dlsap-e- n
suK-ahine- . They reached an enor-
mous height, then Santos reversed the
machine, turned off the power and
they slid downward. Rositta stood
by his side, embracing him with one
arm.
. In her exuberance she reached
up with her free hand and pulled the
lever teat emptied the brass recep-
tacle; a blinding flash came, striking
downward, zigzagging through the
clouds, and mighty thunder echoed
through space.
She realized her might, and In that
moment of intoxicating delight she
dreamed a dream she saw herself as
the ruler of the world.
"How long will it take to have twen-
ty machines like this, Santos?" asked
Rositta, eagerly. i
"Five or six months, my queen!"
"Then, then we will see." Her eyes
glittered strangely with a fire that was
not love.
When they landed on the spot from
where they ascended, the Emperor of
Germany handed Santos Duprel the
parchment with the great imperial
seal attached, and said: "Count von
Duprel, I want to be the first to con-
gratulate you." ,
An hour later the newly made Count
von Duprel was receiving the matri-
monial blessing from the court vicar,
pearance of Santos Duprel facret
Even , Mrs. Edison did not knoir that
Rositta had left.
, Astra ' watched Napoleon's tfearaght-fu- l
face with some apjrehen At
times he would sit gantng Into space,
entirely oblivious to his surroundings.
Rositta's' flight had made him aware
of the harm that could come to his be
loved country. ' '' " : , :
Their honeymoon had been short, as
neither could be absent ' from their
posts long. The following week Astra
returned to her presidential duties and
Napoleon to his "aerodromone.
Shortly after their return he talked
long and seriously with his wife. Then
the American Eagle left; the roof of
the Crystal Palace and flew toward
the west He stopped at Ciryne and
Questioned Sullivan, and found that
Santos and Rositta had left the aero-
dromone in Russia. So he knew that
they had, by this time, perfected their
plans,' and the fact that Rositta signed
herself as the Princess of Schomburg
Lithow alone made it plain that they
would try to take warfare into the air.
Jerome Whistler was at the labora-
tory and Napoleon give him instruc-
tions. He Inspected the stock of avail-
able cirynith, then spent many hours
over his drawing table, but when he
was through with his work, began to
whistle a pleasant melody. Rolling
up his drawings, he said in a low,
exultant voice: "This will come as a
surprise."
He called Jerome Whistler and
turned the drawings over to him. It
was an aerodromone. ,
"I am glad we have enough material
to do this, friend Whistler; besides,
we will have enough left over for other
purposes."
Napoleon returned to the capital to
report and advise Astra that he would
make a longer trip for reconnoitering
purposes. He left that evening. He
visited Suemeg, and there saw what
he expected to see. People were
busily at work, making the peak like
an immense ant hill. He saw Santos
emerge from one building and walk
across the plain to another, and the
knew, then,- that Santos had betrayed
him; that aerodromones woud fight
against aerodromones in God's clear,
pure air.
He was sad that the man whom he
had trusted bo' implicitly had ' turned
traitor at the instigation of the count
s
Isolated
Continent
mm
A Romance of the
Future '
By
Guido von Horvath
and Dean Hoard
Oopjrlgbt, U18, by W. G. Chapman In tlw DnU4
States and Great Britain.
17
SYNOPSIS.
For fifty years the continent of North
America has been Isolated from the rest
of the world by the Invention of
Hannibal Prudent, president of the united
governnwnt. A message from Count von
Werdenstein. chancellor of Germany, that
he has succeeded in penetrating the rays
hastens the death of Prudent. Dying, he
warns his daughter Astra that foreign in-
vasion Is now certain. Astra succeeds her
father as president. Napoleon Edison, a
former pupil of Prudenfs, offers to assist
Astra and hints at new discoveries which
. will make North America Impregnable. A
man giving the name of Chevalier dl
. Leon offers Werdenstein the secret of
making gold in return for European d
The chevalier is made a pris-
oner. Countess Rosiny. a spy, becomes a,
prisoner in the hope of discovering dlLeon's secret.. She falls in love with him
and agrees to ioln him In an attempt to
escape. . By the use of rockets he sum-
mons a curious flying machine. He es-
capes and sends -- a message to Astra
which reveals the fact that he is Napo- -
leon Edison. He warns Astra that the
consolidated fleets of Europe have sailed
to invade America. He calls on Astra thefollowing night and explains his plans for
defense. By the use of aeroplanes made
of a new substance which is Indestructi-
ble he expects to annihilate the European
forces. ' He delivers a note to von Wer-
denstein on his flagship demanding Im-
mediate withdrawal. He is attacked and.
' by destroying two warships and several
aeroplanes, rorces von werueusiem w
agree to universal disarmament. The
countess, who has remained in America
as a guest of Astra, receives an offer
. from von Werdenstetln of the principal-
ity of Schomburg-Litho- w In return for
Edison's secret. Kdlson and his assistant.
Santos, go in search of new deposit of
the remorkable substance, cirynlth. They
find it on the estate of Schomburg-Lith-o-
The countess gets Santos Into her
clutches. She promises to reveal Edi-
son's secret as soon as von Werdenstein
turns over the Schomburg-Litho- w estate
to her. On the day of the wedding of
Astra and Edison the countess and San-
tos flee the country.
CHAPTER XVI II Continued.
"I am afraid," said the Count von
Werdenstein, "that he is preparing a
surprise for us. I do not like his si-- "
lence."
"Or Is he simply enjoying a long
honeymoon?" was Rositta's sarcastic
comment.
, But, the count shook his head doubt-
fully.
A year had almost passed when the
, first European aerodromone wás fin-
ished and ready for its trial trip. It
was as perfect as mechanical genius
could make it
Count von Werdenstein had Invited
several reigning monarchs to attend
the trial flight and Suemeg rivaled the
ancient Roman pageants in splendor.
Only a few besides the royal specta
tors were allowed on the plateau near
. the,, aerodromone plant. . The police
compelled the uninformed thousands
who lived in the neighborhood to
keep a respectful distance.,
Santos Duprel's heart beat high
when he and Rositta stepped into the
waiting machino. Rositta had decorat- -
'ed this first ' aerodromone with a gor
geous princely crown, and it glittered
bravely in the morning sun.
'Rositta was clever and studied the
aerodromone under Santos' direction
until she was expert in its control and
manufacture. When they entered the
aerodromone, ' Santos went - to the
wheel, moved the starting lever land
the wings rose slowly, then swooped
lownward, causing the machine to
spectroscope showed signs of cirynith
several times, but never in large quan-
tities.
Weeks were spent this way. From
time to time he returned to Washing-
ton, and each time he returned he
stopped a few hours at Ciryne to see
how the work on the new machine
was progressing.
He had raked through Colombia and
Ecuador with minute care and now
was on thé border of Peru. He con-
tinued his search with unswerving
faith in ultimately finding the precious
metal that would enable him to build
a larger fleet
' He had been circling over the An-
des, peering down on steep precipices,
rugged slopes and snow-covere- d peaks
where goats and llamas were the only
inhabitants, when suddenly he saw an
intense greenish light glowing on his
spectroscope. He slowed down, and
the instrument gave evidence of a
large deposit of cirynith. Not more
than two hundred feet below him
stretched a broad snow-covere- d peak.
A lavatlc, porous, bare space was vis-
ible through the snow, on the north-
eastern corner, and there he found
what he sought The precious cirynith
lay in heavy layers, almost perfectly
pure. . The deposit was not as large
as the one in Hungary, but more eas-
ily obtainable, and it would be un-
necessary to go, through a lot of pre-
liminary steps before they onnld carry
it away.
Satisfied wltn his discovery, he ex-
plored the s echoed spot th evor be--
foi had been touched by human foot
The geological formation was of vol
canic origin. It seemed as though the
mountain had been rent apart and the
space , left between the raw edged
ridges in the course of time had de
veloped into a paradise, v
The place appealed to his sentimen
tal Instincts. He took his machine
over to the meadow and ate his lunch
on the green, mossy grass. He filled
Not More Than Two Hundred Feet
Below Him Stretched a Broad,
Snciw-Covere- d Peak,
his cup from the crystal lake 'and
drank deep of the cool, refreshing
water.
"Beautiful spot!" he murmured;
stretching out his arms slowly, as If
extending his blessing. "I name you
'The Garden or Eden!; Then he en
tered his machine, flew over the flry
nith deposit, filled some sacks with
the irregular, hard crystals and start-
ed homeward. His mind was filled
with! schemes to . frustrate the Euro-
pean plans.
The next day he took six aerodro
A
I ess. . . ,
THE SPANJSJI-AMERICA- N.
Professional CardsChurch DirectoryHe proceeded todeliver, amidst
a death-lik- e stillness, the most
severe rebuke ever administered
to a jury in this section. At the
conclusion of his lecture the jury
was dismissed.
The indietment on which the
former bank president was tried
was only one of four hanging
over him, and Judge lAeb im-
mediately had Buchanan arraign
ed on the remaining indictments
and placed him under a bond of
$5,000 in each case. Buchanan
was unable to make the bond at
once and was accordingly placed
in jail. '
OOOOOOOOCOOOO
THE
SPANISH AMERICAN
Registered August 27. 1912,
' Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Edltor apd Publisher
, Subscription $1.50 Per Year
i
Entered as second-clas-s matter at
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
A large portion of the popula-
tion of Roy and vicinity will be
obliged t" attend court at Mora
next week. It will require two
days travel each way and ao ex-
pense of something like $50.00
per head to make the trip. But,
under present conditions' which
can hardly be call "Economic" it
must be done. The editor of the
SA, will be among those who are
obliged to make this pilgrimage.
The cause of our going is-- so well
known and of such general in-
terest here that it is not-nece- s
sary to dwell upon it. It is
liardly believable that we will be
brought to trial to defend our-se- lf
against such an absurd
charge still, stranger things have
happened. '
It is a source of satisfaction to
.
us to know that we have not com-
mitted a crime and that a host of
friends have flocked to our aid
--with material assistance as well
as moral support. Alone and un-
aided we would certainly be
driven to the wall, into submission
to arrogance that would deprive
an American citizen of the right
to protest against tyranny and
oppression, '
As the matter stands, we feel
confident of vindication in our
t
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian Óhurcn. Your
presence is necessary.
R3V. G.B.Hall, Supt,
CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announc-
ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier. .
Priest in charge,
Presbyterian,
Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
J. S. Rüssel, Pastor.
BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
Service A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev, R. A. Pricb .Pastor.
Lodge Directory
Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. 0.0. F.
Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, IN. M.
Visiting members always welcome
T. F. Self, Olln Leach.
Noble Grand. Secretary.
Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.
Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel-
come.
Mrs. Beckie Goodman N. G.
Miss Grace V, Collins, Secy .
Modern Woodmen
of America
CampNo.14361
HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Also Second-Han- d Goods
Bought and Sold
All Work Guaranteed
Oriental Hotel
OArs.Dina (Maldonado
and Daughters, "Proprietors,
New Management, Refurnished
Thruout, Good Meals, Large
airy Rooms.
Roy. New Mexico
M. H. KOCH
Funeral Director Licensed Embalmer
PHONE 116 ": : TUCUMCARI, N, M.
M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO
T. F. SELF
Physician and Surgeon
Office At Residence
ROY, NEW MEXICO ,
A. S. HANSON
1Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Col.
F. O. WHITE
MILLS... ..NEW MEXICO
AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable
Satisfaction
H G'r'n't'd
F. H. FOSTER
United States
mmissioner
Fliif.'CS- - CONTESTS PROOFS
ETC.
Office T..'th Spanish-America- n.
Roy,
.
: New Mex.
Geo. Hart
JEWELRY
Watch and clock repairing
a specialty, Eyeglasses,
fitted, All work Guaran-
teed
Rcy, N. Mex
J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public
Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.
W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N.M.
Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services ten-
dered in all land matters.
J. N. Nutter, O, H. Kerns,
Nutter--Kern- s
R-- E. Co.
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
careful and prompt at-
tention.
Nutter-Kern- s
'
Real-Estat- e Co.
Roy, V N.M,
Variety Machine
Works
C. K. ANDERSON & SON, Props
All Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forg-
ing, Horse Shoeing. Esti-
mates Given on Pipes and
Pumps forWells
Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty
All work Guaranteed
Variety Machine Works
ROY, NEW MEX.
Plays Favorites.
Opportunity knocks once at every
man's door, and even follows soma
men out to the ball park.
J. B. LUSr
Attorney
at Law
Prompt and Careful At-tenti- on
Given all Business
Entrusted to Me.
ROY, New Mex.
D. S. Durrir),
r
fUtorrjey at Law
U. S. Ccmrrjissicner
Solapo, N. M
coooooocooooo
The Roy Cafe
Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.
First Class Meals. Good Rooms.
Competent Service.
.
Great-Wester- n Block,
Roy, N. M. f
stand for the rights of the people.
of our community. We are not
playing for notoriety nor reward
of any kind, we are simply doing
our plain duty as we see it. If
it is a crime to demand a square
dael, then we will cheerfully take
the punishment when the last
appeal has been denied
out not before. We are
glad, at least that if we'are to be
humiliated for doing our plain
duty as a citizen, there are none
bound to us by family ties to
suffer humiliation and financial
loss with us. Until we return
the S-- will be in the hands of
the office "Kids" who, with the
help of friends will keep the pa-
per going as usual.
After; being out continuously
for twenty eight hours, the jury
in the case of William F. Bu-
chanan, former president of the
International Bank of Commerce
under indictmnet for embezzle-
ment growing out of charges of
wrecking the defunct bank at Tu-cumca-
returned a verdict of
not guilty. v
That the verdict 'of the jury
was highly displeasing to judge
T. B. Leib was evidenced by the
scene that was enacted when 'the
verdict of the jury was announc-
ed. '..
oocoooooooooo
THE SPANISH-AMERIOA-
Hit Class.
"Young Blnks is a chip of the old
block."
"Then he must be a poker chip."
ROOSEVELT 1916
BOOM LAUNCHED
HUERTA DEFIES
UNITED STATES
Constipation
Vanisnes Forever
Prompt ReliefPermanent Curo
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta i-
-
P
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets . regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
Sugar-coate- tiny granules. Easy to take
as candy. Adv.
The man' who kicks when he re-
ceives short weight doesn't always
give 36 inches for a yard.
ble - act surely If nDTTDC
AT INDIANA STATE PROGRESSIVE
CONVENTION BY SENATOR
POINDEXTER.
WHIMI.IWbut gently on
REFUSES TO SALUTE AMERICAN
FLAG AND ARMED INVASION
OF MEXICO IS TO BE OR-
DERED BY CONGRESS.
the liver.
Stop after VMmdinner
'
jsr. t "Smile on wash day. That's when you use indigestion.
RENOMINATE BEVERIDGE Red Cross Bag, Blue. Clothes whiter than6now. All grocers. Adv.TO CALL STATE MILITIA
Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear SignatureThe room at the top is popular only
when the elevator is running.
SEIZURE OF PORTS AND RAILWAY
SENATORIAL CANDIDATE CHOSEN
AND PLATFORM ADOPTED BY
HOOSIER PROGRESSIVES. LEADING TO CAPITAL
FIRST
MOVE IN ARMY; NAVAL
BLOCKADE PLAN.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes are the eas-
iest to use. Adv.
It is easy to find fault that has
never been lost. W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 17-19- 14.Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Indianapolis, Ind. Former United
States Senator Albert J. Beveridge
was nominated unanimously for that
honor again, and the boom oí Tlieo-dor- e
Roosevelt for President in 19Í6
was formally launched' at the state
convention of the Progressive party
here. The Roosevelt boom was inau-
gurated by Senator Miles Poindexter
of Oregon. "
A platform was adopted and a state
ticket, with the exception of governor
and lieutenant governor, nominated.
The platform adopted pledges the
party to work for the elimination of
all breweries and saloons in the state
Rnd indorses the Hobson. resolution
now before Congress. It attacks the
'Democratic administration and criti-
cises its Mexican policy.
Other planks indorse the initiative,
referendum and recall for all elective
and judicial offices; a statewide direct
primary law; the short ballot, equal
suffrage for women, home rule for
cities, elimination of the judiciary
from politics, prohibition of injunc-
tions in labor disputes, revision of
state laws to eliminate technicalities,
a minimum wage for women, free
school books and a law to compel the
giving cf ample notice before a strike
or lockout.
Another plank opposes the approval
of any treaty with Colombia, which
provides for the payment of ?25,000,-00- 0
to that country.
Senators Poindexter of Oregon and
Clapp of Minnesota, and Charles Sum-
ner Bird, former Progressive candidate
for governor of Massachusetts were
the chief speakers at the convention.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington, April 20. General Vic-
toriano Huerta, provisional president
of Mexico, flatly refused to accede to
the unconditional demands of the
United States that he salute the
American flag. '
Congress will be asked by President
Wilson today for authority to use
armed force to uphold the honor end
dignity of the nation.
Armed invasion of Mexico will be
authorized by Congress at once and,
in addition, that body will give the
President all the money and .assist-
ance he desires.
The President already is planning to.
call out all state militia regiments.
With this in view he will urge that the
Senate pass the volunteer act which
already has passed the House provid-
ing for pressing Into regular service
the militia regiments in th various
states.
President Wilson, accompanied by
Mrs. Wilson and party, left White Sul-
phur Springs, W. Va., at 11:12 last
r.icbt for Washington on a special
train, reaching Washington this morn-
ing.
President Wilson refused to discuss
the Mexican situation or make any
statement concerning it. For an hour
before he left he was in his room at
the hotel at work on his special mes-
sage to read to Congress today.
The message was completed on the
train as the President sped towards
the capital.
American war fleets are moving
down both coasts on their way to Mex-
ican waters to carry out the Presi-
dent's plan for reprisals. Under spe
Is it possible there is a woman in this country who con-
tinues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound a trial after all the evidence that is con-
tinually being publisheo1, which proves beyond contradic-
tion that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffer-
ing among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been pub-
lished in the interest of any other medicine for women- -
and every year we publish many new testimonials, all gen-
uine and true. Here are. three never before published : (
From Mrs. S. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.
Providence, R. I.-- " For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said it
caused a displacement I have always been weak and I overworked
after my baby was born and inflammation set in, then nervous jpros-tratio-n,
from which I did not recover Until I had taken Lydia E. Pink-
ham's vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to tase your medicine.M Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 199 Waldo Street,
Providence, R. I. ' '
A Minister's Wife Writes:
Cloquet, Minn. "I have suffered very much with irregularities,
Eain and inflammation, but your wonderful medicine, Lydia E.Vegetable Compound, has made me well and I can recommend
the same to all that are troubled with these complaints." Mrs. Jen-hi- e
Akeeman, co Rev. K. Akerjun, Cloquet, Minnesota. -
From Mrs. J. D. Murdoch, Quincy, Mass.
South Quincy, Mass. The doctor said that I had organic trouble
and he doctored me for a long timo and I did not get any relief. I
cial orders last night they were told L
MITCHELL'S ASSAILANT HELD.
Mahoney Charged With Attempting
Murder In First Degree.
New York. Michael .P. Mahoney,
the gray-haire- d crank, who attempted
to assassinate Mayor Mitchell and in
so doing wounded Frank L. Polk, cor-
poration counsel, was. arraigned in
the Tombs Police Court on a charge
of attempted murder in the first de--
,
gree. He was held in $25,000 bail for
the grand jury.
When the amount of the bail was
,
announced by Magistrate Sims, Ma-
honey smiled and said: "Why not
boost it a little? The more the mer- -
'rier ,
Polk was resting quietly at the
New York hospital. Surgeons expect
he will recover rapidly if no complica-
tions develop.
Before his arraignment Mahoney
was taken to police headquarters,
where 250 detectives, all masked,
"looked him over." None pf them was
positive he had ever seen the man be-
fore. . ,
saw Lyaia innknam's Vegetable Compound ad--
vertised ana 1 tried it and found relief before I had Hw7'?OK)finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all fMKfhrnnfrb mirtillo lifo anr am
to increase their speed to the utmost,
and the vanguard should reach Tam-pic- o
some time today. All army
have been ordered ready
to move at once. Transports are at
Galveston waiting to take troops
aboard.
Every American resident of Mexico
has been warned by the Washington
government to leave the country at
once.
All foreign powers have been noti-
fied that the United States cannot
guarantee protection of their citizens
in Mexico any longer.
The President directed that a Cabi-
net meeting be called for 10:30
o'clock today, when the final arrange-
ments for a blockade of Mexican
ports and other steps in the Presi-
dent's program will be deliberated.
The crisis thus reached does not
mean that there will be a formal
declaration of war because the United
States could not declare war against
a government which It does not recog-
nize, i
President Wilson will' seek author-
ity, however, to send the" armed forces
into Mexico, to seize first the ports of
Tampico and Vera Cruz and the rail
road trestle leading from Vera Cruz
toward Mexico City,
The final word from Huerta to
Chargo O'Shaughnessy 'was a refusal
to comply unless the United States
would guarantee in writing that his sa-
lute be returned.
woman and earn my own living." Mrs. Jane D.
Murdoch, 25 Gordon St., South Quincy, Mass.
r""Write to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.W (CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., foradvice.Your letter will be opened, read and answeredby a woman and held in strict confidence. Mm
y? SUPPLIES
I V 1Lj Alamo Gasoline and Oil Engines.3 1 American Centrifugal Pumps. DeepHouse to Buy Bridal Gift
Washington. Members of the
House of i Representatives decided to
present 'a wedding gift to Miss Elea-
nor Wilson, who is to become the sec-
ond White House bride of the present
administration when she weds Seem
tary McAdoo on May 7 " ' '
Well Pumps. Kewanee Hot Water
Supply Systems. Hydraulic Rams. Well Drilling Machinery. Well Casing and Piping. Steel and Wood
Wind-mill- s. Complete Irrigation Plants. Stock and Storage Tanks. Byers genuine wrought Iron Pipes.
Complete Electric Lighting Plants. Motors and Generators. Leather, Rubber and Balta Belting.
Rubber Hose of all kinds tor every purpose. Asbestos fire-pro- of Roofing. Pipe and Boiler Covering.
Portable Floor Cranes. Child's Fire Extinguisher. We carry the most complete line of Plumbing and
Heating Supplies. Engineer's Supplies and Equipment In the West. Wo can supply from our stock
on t moment's notice your every demand. Our supplies rs backed by our Guarantee, whichprotects you. Get our catalogue and price list before you buy.
M. J. OTALLON SUPPLY COMPANY, 1630 15th ST DENVER, COLO.
t
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Rev J. S. Russel left Tuesday
to attend a session of the Nevy
Mexico Presbytery in session at
Farmington this week. . It is a
long And rounda-bou- t trip.
The Embroidery Club met last
Saturday at the home of Mrs. F.
A, Roy in a farewell reception to
M'mes Sheltren and Farmer both
of whom are soon to leave Roy.
It was one of the most important
as well as interesting sessions of
the season, The new photogra-e- r
was called in and made a pic-
ture of the club en-group- e. A
banquet was served of more than
ususl splendor and in all it was a
day not to be forgotten especially
by the guests of honor.
The regular meeting of the
Club this week waa with Mrs.
Willcox and a good time is report-
ed tho not so large an attendance
was present.
The ,,5Q0:' Club met with Mrs,
Win. G. Johnson tnis week. The
ladies aré becoming duite profici-
ent in the game and it is played
up to "Hoyle" at their meetings.
Notice For Re-Publicati- on
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
On all our winter Goods!
INCLUDING
Sweaters, Coats, Men's
Caps, Men,s and Women's
Heavy Underwear, Hosiery,
Men's Woolen Shirts' and
many and various other
A party of homesteaders from
Texas who have located some
twenty live miles or more north
of Roy were in town and took out
two big loads of lumber and sup-
plies Wednesday. They are get-
ting ready to farm and want to
buy a good team and a lot of
other things they need, They
seem to have plenty of money.
We still have a good stock to
select from and, as the cold
weather is by no means over
you . will do well to look our
goods over.
Apr. 20 1914.
Notice is hereby gi yen that George H
Ray, of Roy, N. M who, on
The Odd Fellows Lodge sent
Penny Wane out to the T. S.
Browning home to care for the
family who were all sick and to
render needed assistsnce after
the death of Mr, Browning It
was a deplorable case and, while
none of the family were members
of the lodge it seemed but right
that an organization making a
specialty of ministering to the
sick and distressed should show
their gratitude for having thus
far been spared the trials of ser-
ious illness or death in the ranks
made HE 23660 Se 06455011368
for NEJ Sec 3 & lots 34, & SJ-N- Sec
2, Twp 19 N. Range 26 K. N-M.- P.iiuoodmaii
oM
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final threYear Proof to estab-
lish claim to the land above described
before Reg & Receiver of U. S .Lan
office at Clayton. N. M., on the
8th day of Jane. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Barney G Tyler Isaac G Lowe
Andrew J Smith Filetus H Foster
ercaeMe
of the membership by lending a
hand outside when it is needed
ompasiy, All of Roy, N,M.Paz Valverd,
Rogister
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Attorney Stanley Foutz and
yir. Pettinghe, Manager of the
Mc Arthur store at Wagonmound,
came in on the train Monday and
engaged Jess Davenport and his
auto to drive them over into Un-
ion County on some business
transaction.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
war. K 1Q1Í
Notice is hereby riven that William
A pa'rty on a Prairie Schooner
camped in town Tuesday night
with an outfit that made us all
most envious, They hnd, good- -
Hill, of Roy, N. M. who on 2,
made HE No. 08273, for the NWJ
and the SWJThey went on to Tucumcari
Sec 17 Twp. 20 N Rmr 27EN.M.P.teams and a well equipped wagon
anda large tent. In a few minutes Meridian, has filed notice of intention
after stopping they were settled to make final three year proof,';1
to establish claim to the land above1in comfortable quarters and mak-
ing themselves at home. It is a described, before U. S. Com--
missioner W. H Willcox at hi'
office at Roy, N. M., on the 2 daytine way , to travel in good
It is with genuine regret we are
called upon to announce the fact
that Pablo Branch has sold his
hotel in Roy and will soon leave
for Denver; Colo, where he will
make his home in future. The
Branch family are among the
most useful as well as popular
families in town the young
people are favorites in social
circles, and the children are
among the brightest pupils m
our schools. There is not a fam-
ily in town who will be more
missed but we trust the move
will proveto be for their advan-
tage.
Mr. Frank Bruce, who came
last week from McPherson, Kan.
with hifl family, was the pur-
chaser. He will fit up the place
weather.
J. J. Taylor, Mgr. of the Roy
Telephone Exchange, and wife
of May; 1914. --
Claimant names as witnesses:
William towman Elbeit S click"
clement F Williams Benj. F Emerson
Paz Valvérde,
all of itoy, N M
314-4-1- 1 . Register.
drove to Springer and back in
Tuesday to present a case in
Judge Leib's court and from
there to Clayton to complete the
deal they were on. This was
thei" first visit to Roy and they
admitted it a pretty good town in
spite of. being radical partisans
for Wagon Mound;
Fred Brown has a man and
team at work on the Mrs. Tyler
farm just west of town preparing
it for a spring crop. It is a hope
ful sign of the time soon to
come when men and teams will
be intelligently cultivating the
fields thatlie idle for milesaround
town, as well as those already
cultivated. We are well aware
that there are still some "Old-timers- "
who cannot read this
their auto : Sunday and Monday.
Mr. Taylor inspected the Tele-
phone line and did some repair
workenroute. They drove on to
Springer Lake.and went fishing
while they were there and had a
to his liking and continue in thevery enjoyable outing.
Notice fob Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton. N. M.
March 11 1914
Notice ishereby given that Luciana C
Martinez formerly Luciana Chavez, of
Roy Nm who on ' J any 27 1909 made
HE Strial No 07362 for the EJ-N-
Swl-NW- i, NEJ-SW- i, Section 6,
Twp. 19N. range 25 E, N. M.P. Mer
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
hotel business. While we de-
plore the departure of the Branch
family, who have been identified
with the town from its beginning
Slabs for sale $1.60 per load
or 75 cents per foot in wagon box
or standards. Leach Bros. Four
miles west of Roy.sentiment without a sneer but we cordially welcome Mr. Bruce
and family as their successors.then the same class sneered, at
every attempt at farming from
make final five year proof to, establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore W.H. Willcox U.S. Commissioner
at hia office in Roy, N. M. on the 15
day of May 1914. ,
the Mississippi iiver west and E. S. Click, is still confined to
still the farmer has steadily ad his bed and has made little pro
vanced westward so his opinion
The Maldonado Sisters gave
an informal dance at the Oriental
Hotel Monday evening in honor
of their sister, Mrs. ' Gallegos,
of Las Vegas, who is their
guest. She returned with M?ss
should not seriously hinder the- -
march of progress,
gress toward recovery from his
recent stroke of paralysis. Pen-
ny Wane has been staying with
him the past week and assistig in
caring for him,
claimant names as witnesses,
Francisco P Martinez Antonio Torres
Juan Isidro Romero
Leandro Archuleta
all of Roy, N. M.
PazValverde, Registe
news and Juha Saturday atrJ win remainThe S-- A. for local
high-clas- s Job Work! , 1 here for a time.
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policy far enough to permit colored la
bor to enter the northern territory, to
do what one Australian called the "don
key work" in development This sec
tion Is In the minority, however, and
will doubtless remain so until it Is
Making Tomorrow's
By WALTER WILLIAMS, iL.D.
(J&m the School ofJoainallm iftimUnbenltytMlmurt)
demonstrated that other plans of set-
tlement and development have been
tried, and It has been conclusively
shown that the occupancy of the
northern territory by the white man
is Impossible. If there be evil re-
sulting from the experiment in de
AUSTRALIA AN EXPERIMENT IN DEMOCRACY
Sydney, Aust-
ralia. Austra-
lia, In area the
size of the conti-
nental United
States, with pop-
ulation approxi-
mating in num-
ber though not
in variety the
population of the
city of .New
York, is trying
out democracy.
Here experiment
is substituted for
experience, new
theories for old
practises.
The land is fa-
vorable to the
experiment. It is
.Nit
mocracy, the white man, the Briton
away from Great Britain, Is responsi-
ble and the white man alone.
Democracy to ths Limit
.... The Australian federal constitution,
modeled upon the Constitution of the
United States, carries to the farthest
limit the principle of trusting the
people. Every adult man or woman,
has an equal voleé in the election of
both houses of parliament There is
no property qualification and no cir-
cumstance entitles any citizen to more
than one vote. In actual practice,
however, as Frank Fox, keen observer
and long resident of Australia, pointed
out "it has been found that the prin-
ciple of federalism Imposes a check
on the actions of the Australian parli-
ament which is deeply resented by
the advanced labor leaders, and the
inconvenience of which 'is acknowl-
edged by others. The constitution fol-
lowed somewhat closely the United
States model, and reserved very large
powers to the states far larger, for
example, than the states or provinces
have in Canada. To provide that
there should not be any arbitrary en-
croachment on state rights, a 'Btates
house' was set up, in which house the
senate the tiny state of Tasmania
has equal representation with the very
large state of New South Wales. Also,
the respective power of the states of
the federation were ; defined - by the
written constitution and the high
court of the commonwealth was made
tion of a government that is the se-
lection of cabinet ministers, fell to hie
lot Premier Holman, as an ultimata
democrat declined to avail himself
of this immemorial privilege, ' and
called a secret caucus of all the Labor
members of parliament to select the
new ministry. A score of candidates
were voted upon by the 48 Labor
members, and after six hours of stren-
uous balloting the caucus selected ten
names. These are the, new cabinet
ministers, though the caucus left the
assignment of their separate port-
folios or officers to the premier.
Faced Toward Socialism.
With many Australians democracy
spells opportunity for socialism, to
greater or less degree. The two chief
occupations of the Australian are
Bports and politics. Indeed, he car-
ries his sporting proclivities Into the
realm of politics, and just now is per-
mitting his democracy to take a long
chance in socialism. He is staking
the future of his continent on the new
theories of government that he Is put-
ting Into practise, betting that the
world, up to now, has been wrong.
Perhaps the Australian democrat,
with his face toward socialism, is
right Perhaps he is mistaken and
will be compelled, and painfully, to re-
trace his steps. Just now he is going
ahead, confident, almost arrogantly,
though capital hesitates and immigra-
tion lags. The fat years have been
his, but the lean years must come.
Today's prosperous world In Aus-
tralia holds for the observer much
that suggests answer to the question
which every visitor asks: Will de-
mocracy, far advanced toward social-
ism, stand the lean years test?
Having bet that all the world's
wrong, what will the Australian do if
he loses his wager on democracy?
(Copyright, Mi by Joseph B. Bowlea.)
RULINGS THAT CAUSE PAIN
Travelers Frequently Say Harsh
Things About Custom House De-
cisions That Don't Appeal
to Them.
American citizens who have Just re-
turned from a trip abroad may be rec-
ognized at any hotel, says a New York
letter to the St Pau Pioneer Press.
You tell 'em by their language. After
having come In contact with our tariff
law they prove that tourists and truck
drivers are brothers under their skins.
CharleB R. Steers returned from Ecua-
dor recently. He has been arbitrat-
ing the usual South American railroad
muddle, on appointment of President
Wilson. He brought with him an
elaborate headdress of beads and
featherB, made by some, Jungle Indian.
"We'll have to destroy that," said
the customs officials. "See law in
re the importation ' of feathers." So
Mr. Steers made disappointed vocal
noises, but they burned the headdress.
A Cincinnati man imported 30,705 ci-
gars from Porto Rico. The law states
that Porto Rican cigars may be im-
ported free of duty In lots of 5,000 or
more. His 30,000 cigars got in free,
but he had to pay on the 705.
Jordan Holmes of Chicago returned
from London with an evening suit
Clothes are dutiable at 35 per cent
"But this suit," said the oficial "has
braid to port and starboard on the
pants. So that they become embroid-
ered goods. The rate on embroidered
goods is 60 per cent.
In his calmer moments Mr. Holmes
will regret his characterization of our
tariff law. As the customs inspector
said, there was no reason to consider
it a personal duty.
the guardian and Interpreter of that
constitution."
This high court it may be observed,
has kept a jealous watch for any
trespasses by the federal power on
state rights, and has declared a great
in the vast interior of the southern
continent. Western Kansas Is dupli-
cated, though on an ampler and more
arid scale, In western Australia, and
Queensland resembles, to a degree,
New Mexico and Arizona.
It Is "a new country" as well a
varied, In which the experiment of de-
mocracy is on trial. This excuse for
any delinquency or failure urged by
'every Australian. t
A White Man's Country.
The experiment is being made by
white men. Australia is deliberately
a white - man's country. A few abo-
riginal blacks survive, in color black-
er than the so-call- "Guinea negro,"
once known in America and In Indus-
try, about on the same plane with his
laziest and latest youthful descend-
ant. Some Chinese and Japanese re-
side In the. coast towns, admitted be-
fore the policy of "Australia for the
white man" was entered upon, but
altogther the non-whit- es are a negli-
gible fraction of the entire population
and, unless the governmental policy
be changed, as does not seem within
the range of probability, will so re-
main. Immigration is sought in many
ways, but this immigration must be
desirable and white. No black, yel-
low or brown man need apply. He Is
not rejected on account of his color.
That might lead to International com-
plications. He is rejected on other
grounds, illiteracy, knowledge of no
language, or for other reason. The
law is Administered so, that no col-
ored man can get Into Australia. A
captain, on whose steamer five China-
men came as stowaways, was fined
2,500. At the Queensland ports cus-
toms officers are specially vigilant ln
looking out for undesirable immi-
grants. Two grave, military-appearin- g
individuals, wearing caps that bore
the label "H. M. Customs," might have
been seen In my cabin, as the steamer
tarried at Brisbane. They turned over
every article of furniture and every
bit of bed clothing In the berth to dis-
cover whether or not a Chinaman had
been therein concealed, with or with-
out my knowledge. I was not to be
permitted to disturb the "Australla-for-the-white-ma-
policy. '
Regarding only one part of Aus-
tralia there is serious consideration
of a reversal of the white-Australi- a
policy. This part is in the northern
territory, an immense, undeveloped
region, lying within the tropics, where
it has, up to the present time, been
found impossible to colonize' white
men. There are six states constitu-
ting the commonwealth of Australia:
New South Wales, Victoria, Queens-
land, South Australia, Western Aus-
tralia and Tasmania. The northern
territory is directly administered by
the federal government, while the
states have even- - larger nt
than the states of the American
union. The white men cannot or, at
least, will! not live in the northern
territory, though it has much rich and
fertile land. , In an area larger than
that part of the United States lying
east of the Mississippi river, are less
than two thousand whites. The cen-
sus statistics show that this popula-
tion has increased Just 27 In 27 years.
The northern territory remains large-
ly inaccessible until the construction
of the transcontinental railway, which
is projected. This railway and more
insistent immigration schemes may
change the conditions, a section of
the Australian press and public favor
departing from the white-Australi- a
the young est
land in settlement, though oldest in
geological years. Though discovered
and named in 1606 by a forgotten
x
Spanish navigator, it was not untilÍ770 that Captain Cook, sailing the
South seas, refound the island con-
tinent and baptized it into the Brit-
ish empire. Nor did occupation by
white colonists begin until 1787, and
the, first coloniBts were convicts.
"Australia should be a land of se-
lected population," runs an old and
cruel saying, "for our fathers were
sent out from England by the best
Judges!" Only within the last third
of a century has Australia, through
growth of population and advanced
legislation, taken any considerable
part In the world's affairs. Australia
has no ancient crust of privilege to be
broken up by th6 plowshare of pro-gressiv-
legislation. The soil is clear
to the seeding. The political husband-
man has had an unusual field, of
which he has not been slow to take
advantage.
Continent of Marvelous Riches.
The discovery of gold in 1851, at
Bathurst, west of the Blue moun-
tains, turned attention to the mar-
velous richness of Australia, which
had been comparatively unknown.
Sheep had been, ' and are the chief
source of Australia's wealth. It is a
land, however, for which Nature has
done much, and in the use of which
men can afford, for a time at least, to
take long chances. Many and rich
minerals are found. The mines are
important and valuable. The main ex-
port," however, ts wool, and It Is an a
producer of food supply and matériai
for raiment tbat this immense land
has its most prosperous future. Hid-
den away until othet lands .were full
to overflowing, Australia has been the
reserve continent from which a large
share of the world's food and clothing
are to come. Its possibilities in this
direction have hardly begun to be re-
alized.
The four and a half millions of In-
habitants, fringing the shores of the
continent or scattered on solitary
sheep stations and cattle runs miles
apart in the "back-blocks,- " have
scarcely commenced to possess the
land, certainly not to subdue It. The
handful of political and minor offend-
ers who,; with their guards and over-
seers, came first from England, have
been succeeded by generations of pi-
oneers of much the same type as peo-
pled the western plains of the United
States 60 years ago. The "Great
American Desert," as It appeared in
the geographies before geographers
kaew any better, has its counterpart
deal of the federal legislation "uncon-
stitutional," and therefore Invalid, be-
cause it went beyond the powers giv-
en to the federation or commonwealth
by the constitution. This has created
a strong demand for a revision of the
constitution, just as the decision of
the majority of the justices of the
United States Supreme court in the
income tax case caused a demand for
a revision of the American constitu-
tion. It strikes observers from older
countries with surprise, and perhaps
with dismay, that it should be urgent-
ly proposed to enter upon a profound
constitutional change after only ten
years' experience of federation under
the act of union.
Labor In the Saddle.
Other experiments, tried out, may
be abandoned, lightly or otherwise,
but the experiment of democracy Is
not among them. The Australian,
whether he be a member of the La-
bor or of the Liberal party the two
great political parties is a democrat
One man is as good as another man in
his eyes and, to employ he Irish
phrase, often a little better, The sec-
retary of the drayman's union Is ap-
pointed member of the legislative
council. The cabman, who over-
charged me in Sydney, as cabmen
overcharge the traveler in all cities
upon earth, is a member of parlia-
ment. One premier is a miner, an-
other a printer. Not in mere theory,
as In some other countries claiming
to be democratic, the government In
Australia is in the hands of the butch-
er, the baker and the candlestick-maker- .
The extent to which democracy goes
may be illustrated by the New South
Wales experiment. The Labor party,
returned to power In this state, the
most Important in Australia, selected
as its leader W. A. Holman, who had
filled this place with distinction In the
previous parliament. Under the con-
stitution and by precedent the forma- -
Illicit Still on an Island.
The County Galway police have
made a large capture of "potheen" bar-
rels, tubs, and a fully working still at
Gorumna island. They left the main-
land in the middle of the night, and
concealed themselves on the island un-
til they discovered smoke arising from
the still, when they rushed the place.
They captured three .of the smugglers
and 4,400 gallons ot wash. London
Tit-Bit- s.
-
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THE SPANISH -AMERICAN .
Mr. Thompson, formerly Re-
ceiver of the Land Office at Clay-
ton, anda Mr. Giles stockman
from near Clayton were here
this week looking over the
cattle on our range with a view to
buy ing They were driving a fine
netf 19 14 Ford car.
Wife-Beat- er Arrested
Charles Christman was arrest
'd and arraigned in Judge' Fos-
ter's court last Saturday on a
charge, of having cruelly and in-
humanly beaten his wife. The
harge was preferred by the la
dy's sister, Miss Olga Nelson.
Deputy Sheriff F. M. Hughes
was sentafterMr. Christman and
found his wife in such a condi-
tion that she could not be left a-lo-
so she was carried to the
car and brought to town also. The
evidence in the case by the pri-
soner himself as well as his wife
and other witnesses proved a
period of abuse culminating in his
knocking her down and- - cruelly
beating her over a trivial differ-
ence. She is soon to become a
mother and the injuries inflicted
have rendered her almost help-
less if not really endangering her
life Mr. Christman was placed
under $1,000.00 bond to await
the action of the Grand Jury jn
default of which he was sent to
jail at Mora. This is the culmi-
nation of a condition which has
long been a reproach upon the
community. Relatives ' have
tried to condone his conduct and
hide its results in the belief that
he was mentally deficient. Many
threats he has made and his con-
duct at this and other times seem
to indicate that he is not a proper
person to be allowed to run at
large and that the lives of his
wife and her sisters are in jeop
ardy unless he is restrained.
The case is in every way deplor-
able. Mrs. Christman and her
little boys are being cared for
by her sisters, The Misses Nelson
and it is understood she will in-
stitute proceedings to secure a
divorce
PERSONAL andj
t LOCAL I
The I. O. O. F. and Daughters
of Rebekah held a joint Celebra-
tion of the 79th anniversary of
the founding of their order Fri-
day evening at the Hall. An im
promtu program and feasting on
ice cream and cake were the spe-
cial features. Their families and
á few invited guests assisted them
in the affair which all pronounce
a success.
Baptist Ladies' Aid - Society
will give a Dust Cap and Apron
Social Friday eve, May 8, 19U.
Ladies bring dust cap and apron
to match. Apron unhemmed.
Ice cream and Cake served, pro-
ceeds for benefit of Aid Society.
Place where social is held will be
stated in next issue of S--
Rev, Hearn of the Christian
Church will preach in Hoy .Sun-
day, April 26th, morning and
evening. All are cordial! invited
to attend these services,
Itreet
Saturday
on
There was some rain Wednes-
day evening altho it extended on-
ly two or three miles out of town,
It washed the dust off the grass
and put new life and vigor into
wheat fields where it did reach
them. Nearly an inch of water
fell in Roy.
; Wolcott Russel was unable to
be at work in the store Wednes-
day, the result of too violent
exercise in unloading a car of
barbed wire the day before,
There is a difference between
keeping books and wrestling
barbfdwire.
Al. Hanson, head clerk at the
Floersheim Mercantile Co. store
has been sick several days this
week. He gave up and went to
bed which is something unusual
for him, We are glad tb note he
is out again.
W. R. Hewlett, of Mills, is the
new man at the Ideal Grocery.
Roman Szajkowski was obliged
to , resign, the place on account of
rheumatism which has troubled
him seriously of late. Mr. Hew-
lett is an expert meat cutter and
has taken to the job like a pro-
fessional.
a non
Sale
Afternoon
I
o
WI 11
Auctioneer,
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Johnson
are called upon to mourn the
death of the infant son born into
their family last week, Many
friends sympathise with them in
their bereavement.
The Browning family are re-
ported as all improving and it is
hoped they may soon be recover-
ed. The entire family has been
seriously sick since thé death of
the husband and father. '
Pete Gimson came down from
Cimarron Tuesday as a witness
for his father-in-la- Mr. White-ma- n
in proving up on his claim.
Pete is conceded the most suc-
cessful trapper in this part of
the state and he knows all the se-
crets of the craft.
Mrs. Dr. M. D. Gibbs invited
in a few friends Thursday eve-
ning to celebrate the Doctor's
forty fifth birthday. The guests
played 500 and other games ana
did a great deal of talking and
laughing. Ice cream, cake and
coffee were served by the hostess
late'in the evening and the gen-
eral wish was that the popular
Dr. . might have birthdays fre-
quently without; growing older.
A. Forsman drove up from Tu-cumca- ri
this week after some
farming tools with which to
start farming this spring. He
was a guest of his father-in-law- ,
C.W.B. Leatherman, at Solano,
but called on friends in Roy.while
here.
It is reported that Benjamin
F, Urowh, formerly editor of the
Mosquero Sun, was arrested
Thursday by a Postoffice In-
spector who took charge of the
postoffice at Mosquero. Deputy
United States Marshall, ; Baca,
from Santa Fe, came Friday to
take him in custody on a charge
preferred by the Inspector.
Defalcation is said to be the com-
plaint. Brown is a well known
character in this vicinity and has
gained considerable notoriety in
many ways the past few years.
For sale: 3 inch
.
Weber Wagon,
Gang disk plow, harrow, cultiva-
tor, harness, a few hand tools,
etc. These articles almost new.
Saddle, 3 year old mule, 3 year
geldidg broke, unhusked corn
fodder. R. L.Cross
12 miles N? E. Mills
Mrs. O. W. 3 Leatherman
came up from Solano, Monday to
visit her daughter, Miss Ethel
who has been isdisposeb.
Commencing at Two o'clock. On
the Street in front of the Roy Harness
Shop.
We will offer a miscellene-ou- s
collection of Horses, cattle
Hogs, Poultry, Farm Machin-
ery, Guns, Bicycle, Tools.
All kinds of goods sold on small
Commission. Bring what you want
to sell, Come and buy the things you
need.
Mrs. Landegrin, mother of
Mrs. Ben Steward, who arrived
last week went, on to Maxwell
Wednesday where Stewards are
now living,
Dr. P. W. Cate, of Solano was
in Roy Monday after some seed"
corn. He has a large field plant-
ed for forage now and wiJ plant
another field for a grain crop
later. The Dr. is a strenuous
farmer and has made good with
many of his experiments.
The following from the Inde-
pendence, Kansas, Reporter con-
cerning a Roy girl will, we are
sure, interest many of our read-
ers .
"At the Benifit Concert given
by McCray's Band. Friday night
Miss Grace Romine, of Cherry-val- e
rendered a cornet solo, "The
Sweetest Story Ever Told" in a
manner to captivate the audiance,
responding to an encore with
"Sing Me To Sleep" with equal-
ly charming effect. Miss Romine
is a pupil 6f Prof. McCray who
has every reason to take pride in
the artistic work of his pupil. " v
1
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THE SPANISH-AMERICA- N.
SIMPLY HAD TO HAVE THEM
THE WORLD IN
PARAGRAPHS
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES.
SPORT.
"Jack" Johnson, the negro pugilist,
Alll return from Paris to Chicago for
the retrall of the charges against him
under the Mann act.
Officials of the Tulsa, Okla., Jockey
Club formally called off the spring
race meeting following the declaration
of martial law at the tracks by Gov
Brnor Cruce.
When Governor Major pitched the
first ball to Mayor Kiel the Federal
league season was officialy opened at
St. Louis and the new home of the lo-
cals dedicated.
Breaking the world's - tournament
record for a five-man-tea- score, the
Genesee team of Rochester, N. Y.,
scored a total of 3,035 pins in their
three games at Atlantic City, N. J.
The former National Bowling Associa-
tion record was 2,997, held by the
Grand Central team of Rochester,
which score was made at Paterson,
New Jersey.
act before the Senate , canals com
mittee.
Consideration of the bill to exclude
Hindus was again postponed by thai
House immigration committee.
The United States has ten warshlp3
and 1 ,200 marines at Tamplco and Vera
Cruz ready for an emergency, ready
to carry out any orders to Rear Ad-
miral Mayo or Rear Admiral Fletcher.
The American colony in Mexico
City, is now equipped to defend itself
in case of an uprising in that city.
Secretary of State Bryan admitted
that Charge O'Shaughnessy had wired
him that all of the Krag-Jorgensen- s
with ammunition, shipped by the gov-
ernment to him, have been delivered.
Mexico, as represented by Provi-
sional President Huerta, has agreed
to salute the American flag, and
Charge O'Shaughnessy has been noti-
fied by President Wilson to tell
Huerta that the United States will, in
acordance with naval precedence, re-
turn this salute. This will close the
latest Mexican crisis, unless unexpect-
ed upsetting plan comes from the
Mexican or the United States Senate.
It was learned that the tension in
Mexico is increasing and that already
there have been anti-Americ- demon-
strations at a number of points. The
chief of these was said to be at Vera
Cruz, where crowds gathered near
the American consulate and hissed the
consul and his assistants. The police
are reported to have dispersed the
crowd, but whether an apology was
forthcoming from the local authoritiesj
is not known.
Official Washington seems fully
convinced that a declaration of war
against Mexico is only a question of
a few days. John Lind reported to the
President in his conference that the
"watchful waiting" policy was not
productive of results. President Wil-
son feels that the arrest of Assistant
Paymaster Charles C. Copp and the
bluejackets of the Dolphin at Tam-pic- o,
followed by their forced parade
through the streets, when they were
insulted by Hueris'tas, was inexcus-
able and indicative of the suppressed
hatred of Americans by Huerta and
his followers.
Champion "Shooter-Up- " Made Harsh
Terms, But Patriotic Committee
Accepted Them.
Windhurst and Bladderburst were
rival towns in the gulch when the
champion of the hair-trigg- er arrived
in the vicinity. Each settlement
wanted him for an attraction. The
committee from Windhuret got to him
first, and the chairman of the com-
mittee asked:
"How much do you want to shoot
up the town for one night?"
The champion's ultimatum was in
these words: "All you've got in
money; town to furnish the liquor and
powder; first rakeoff from all games;
hundred per cent ef movin' pictures;
and all royalties from my forthcom-
ing book, 'Easy Marks I've Met.' Does
it go?"
The committee allowed that It
would put their posterity in the poor-houe- e,
but decided that the gaiety of
Bladderburst must be squelched.
Trereupon the champion was given
the right of way for a one-nig- ht up-sho- ot
of Windhurst, all rights being
reserved for the champion: The Sun-
day Magazine.
Cut Her Off From His Praying List.
A boy in McPherson county had
been "working on" his grandmother
for some time to induce her to give
him a bicycle. She had half promised
him, but as the weeks went by and no
bicycle the boy got impatient. One
evening .he was saying his prayers and
omitted his grandmother from the list
of those on whom he asked a special
blessing. Hia mothed noted'the omis-
sion and called his attention to it.
"Why, Gerald, you forgot to pray for
grandma." "Naw I didn't, neither,"
said Gerald, "but grandma's got'a
come across 'fore she gets any more
prayers out'a me." Kansas City Star.
., Only( Legally So.
"The lawyer on the other side will
probably give you a cross-examination- ."
"I don't mind the examination, but
why can't he be .good-nature- d about,
it?"
Smiles
Usually show up
with Post Toasties.
And why not, when
the famous "toastie'
flavor begins opera-
tions!
There's a deal of skill
required in cooking and
toasting these thin bits of
corn so that every one of
theCmillions of crinkly
flakes has the delicious
Toasties taste that invites
one to call for more.
Post Toasties come in
sealed packages fresh,
crisp ana appetizing
Ready to eat with cream
or good milk, and a
sprinkling of sugar if you
like.
Post
Toasties
tsold by Grocers,.
IN LATE DISPATCHES
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
Weitern Newspaper Union News Service. .
WESTERN.
A gift of $1,000,000 from James
Bering to Northwestern University
Medical School was announced at Chi-
cago.
The Icwa State Board of Parole has
rescinded the order it made some time
ago for the sterilization of twenty-fiv- e
convicts.
Jacob B. Barnes, formerly part own-
er of the-E- l Paso, 111., Journal and of
the Peoria Journal, died at Peoria,
aged seventy-fou- r years.
The American Water Works and
Guarantee Company has been sold at
Pittsburg, Pa., for $1,250,000, to H. H.
Pierce of New York, representing the
bondholders' protective committee.
The Republican state convention
unanimously renominated Ben. W.
Hooper for a third term as governor of
Tennessee. Judge Sam C. Williams,
an independent, was renominated for
the Supreme Court.
Execution of Leo M. Frank, the
young factory superintendent ' sen-
tenced to hang on the 17th, at Atlanta,
Ga for the murder of fourteen-year-ol- d
Mary Phagan, was stayed by the
State Supreme Court.
R. J. Widney of Los Angeles was ar-
rested at a Chicago hotel on charges
of pandering. A woman registered as
Mrs. Vivian Widney, twenty-three- ,
also was arrested. She was charged
with disorderly conduct.
The bandit killed in a revolver duel
with officers at Lemmon, S. D., and
supposed to be Harry Mathews, the
Bellingham, Wash., train robber; was
J. W. Weininger, alias J. J. Barrett, a
Butte, Mont., outlaw, for whom the of-
ficers of that city, have been seeking
for some time.
Mrs. Myrtle M. Sedgwick, second
wife of Leonard Sedgwick, the Wyo-
ming man who made $300,000 in the
first rush to the Alaska goldfields,
and who later spent every cent, was
declared the beneficiary under a $13,-00- 0
insurance policy, the only remnant
of her husband's fortune, by Judge
Allen in the District Court at Denver.
WASHINGTON.
European powers advised Huerta to
apologize to the United States at once
and end a situation which threatens
grave consequences. ,
Unqualified disapproval was ex-
pressed by President Wilson of the
'proposal in Congress to curtail the
anti-trus- t legislative program for this
season.
Sir Cecil Spring-Ric- e and Lady
Spring-Ric- e will leave Washington
April 27 for Ottawa, Canada, to be the
guests of the governor general of the
Dominion.
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson will receive
at the White House the delegates to
the third International Congress on
the Welfare of the Child, to be held
in Washington. "
Oscar S. Straus, secretary of com-
merce and labor in the Roosevelt Cab-
inet, advocated repealing the tolls ex-
emption clause of the Panama canal
' GENERAL
t
Ground was broken for the New Jer-
sey building at the Panama-Pacifi- c ex-
position at San Francisco.
Vincent Astor's condition continued
to improve, it was said at the country
home of his fiancee, Miss Helen Dins-mor- e
Huntington of New York.
Harry Kendall Thaw's petition for a
writ of habeas corpus was granted
by Judge Edgar Aldrich of the Unit-
ed States District Court at Concord,
N. II.
Announcement was made in New
York of the marriage at Hoboken, N.
J., of Miss Billie Burke, the actress, to
Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., the theatrical
manager.
Seven lives were lost in a fire which
wrecked the Mclvin, a five-stor- y brick
apartment house at Commonwealth
avenue and Long avenue, in the Ali-
sten district of Boston.
Edward J. Knauer, a prominent atr
torney, once associated in practice
with President Chester A. Arthur,
committed suicide at his office In Long
Island City by shooting.
At least fourteen persons were
killed and four injured, one mortally,
in a fire in a five-stor- y tenement build-
ing on Eighth avenue, nead Forty-ser-ent- h
street in New York.
Thirty-fiv-e persons arrested on
charges of violating a court Injunction
against picketing in the shoe factory
district, where a strike is in progress,
waived, examination before Mayor
Frick at Portsmouth, Ohio. They were
held to the grand jury.
Masons from the Temple Noyes
lodge of Washington and citizens of
Augusta, Ga., united in paying tribute
to the memory of the late Maj. Archie
Willingham Butt, aide-de-cam- p to two
Presidents of the United States, and
who lost his life in the Titanic disas-
ter.
,
T. F. Hunt, a farmer, was arrested
at Tucumcari, N. M., on order of Dis-
trict Judge Lieb, charged with knowl-
edge of the murders of John Sweaze
and William Jones, prominent farm-
ers who were shot to death from am-
bush near Tucumcari. Sweaze's wife
also is held as a witness for the grand
jury now in session.
At Pittsburg, Pa., investigation is
being made by the county authorities
into sixty burials in the private plot of
Undertaker O. J. Goetz in the United
States cemetery at Westview. And at
the same time examination was being
made of all burial permits issued to
Dr. C. C. Meredith, head of the Belle-vu- e
sanitarium.
Denouncing their officials as "un-
scrupulous;" declaring the-miner- or-
ganization was a "dictatorship," and
that the United Mine Workers oi
America, "like all other craft union,
had outlived its usefulness," the "in-
surgent" mass convention of miners in
session at Monongahela, Pa,, voted to
withdraw from District No. 5, U. M.
W. A.
FOREIGN.
The appointment of Sir Lionel Car-de- n
as British minister to Brazil was
officially announced in London.
At Londonberry, Ireland, a suffra-
gette arson squad burned a large resi-
dence. "Apply for damages to Ed-
ward Carson" was one of the placards
left behind."
The London Daily Mail in an editor-
ial considers that the United States
"is on the very edge of armed inter-
vention in i Mexico, with all its incal-
culable consequences." '.
The suit at Paris of the Spanish
Marquis d'Amosio for a separation
from his wife who was formerly Miss
Josephine Wright of St. Louis, is the
result, it is said, of the latter's infatu-
ation for a Spanish dancer named Mo-
rales.
Walter Hines Page, the United
States ambassador, has been notified
that the rent of the offices In Victoria
stret, in London, which the American
embassy has occupied for nearly thirty
years, is to be raised to more than
three times its present figures when
the lease expires this fall.
At The Hague, Netherlands, solemn
ceremonies marked the unveiling in
the Palace of Peace of the bust of
the late William T. Stead, the English
writer, who was a victim of the Ti-
tanic disaster two years ago. There
was a distinguished audience of dele-
gates representing many countries.
Regular troops severely defeated
"White Wolf" and his brigands, sev
eral hundred of whom were killed.
The troops encountered the bandit
army at Li Chuan Hslen, northwest of
Sian Fu. After a sharp engagement
the brigands fled to a position twenty
miles from Klen Chow, further
THE spanisk.áiúeutcan.
IMMIGRATION
INSPECTOR STATE NEWS
FIVE YOUNGJEN HELD
WAIVE HEARING AND NOW AWAIT
GRAND JURY'S ACTION.
GET YOUR
CANADIAN HOME
PROM THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC
The Canadian Pacific Railway Go.
Announce the removal of their office from
919 Seventeenth St. to
934 Seventeenth Street, Denver
And Invite you to Call and see our wonderful
grain displays from Western Canada.
Many farmers have paid for their land
In one crop. Klch farming land within the
reach of all: $11 tofcWper acre, on twenty
annual paymcnta $40 to $30 per acre for
Irrigated land, plenty of water, special terms.
$2,000 loan for Improvements, repaid In
twenty payments; 6 per cent interest on all
deterred payments.
CiD or Write for Infonnatioa, Mtpi mi
Literature
W. A. SMITH Representative
Canadian Tactile Railway Co.(Land Branch)
934 SEVENTEENTH STREET, DENVER, COLO.
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Rend na vonr Films for develoDlncr. Exnert
WW wnrlrnnlv Thi hrwilr nf t.hn Tlmwnlpfl ir
on re- - n DL.i. M.i fcrv 4 n,w isenvcr i uuiu itiaicua vu(Eaitmad Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado
MCTZ22Í475
TSv.
it
f 'u l
Gearleaa Car
GUdden Tour Winner.
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on 1
fal. gasoline; 10,000 miles on one setMetz and Cartercar Distributors
for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyo.
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Uve A geni Wanted. 1038 Bilwy., Denver
WELDING-BRAZIN- G
of broken automobile and machine parts by
process. Allworkiruaranteedor money
refunded. Prices reasonable. International Weld-
ing Worka, 1568 14th St. Denver, Colo.
EVERYTHING FOR THE í ff
AUTOMOBILE FRY&McGILLMOTORCO..SUP-PLY
1632 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLORADO
DENVER RESIDENCE FOR SALE
Handsome cream brick, strictly modern,t 1 Vr.Mí. I n nr n ,IjlUUUU UIAI I) i n it ii
shade trees; high ground,
good residence section ;
car line; hard wood fin-
ished; $8,000 complete,
mm i rtm $2,000 less than cost ofhouse alone; clear tine.
J. DKSSKRICH, Owner
gX65 KALK1GH ST.. DENVER, COLORADO
PfEELEY
i U INSTITUTE
Cor. eighteenth and Curtis Sts.
DENVER, COLO,
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keelcy Remedies are administered
Films Developed Fbeb with this "adv."
KODAK Prints 3c to 5c each. Kodak Supplies
Chlcaeo Photo Finishing Co. Denver
nrr Olinni ICO of best quality, at lowerDll dUrTL Lo Prices than you caa
where. Write for free Illustrated catalogue
giving information on bee keeping. We sell
produced at the apiaries of
PIlKr HIlsirY our members. By freight orI UIIL IIUIILI parcel post. Ask for prices.
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS'N.
1440 Market Street, Denver. Colo.
BABY
SCREW I
So handy for watches, spectacles, clocks, etc. Cut
shows exact size. Atienta wanted. Sample 10c prepaid.
SILVER STATE SUPPLY CO., Box 1326, Denver, Colo.
SEALS & STENCILSRubber Stamps Callahan Novelty Co,
1528 Stout St.,I)enver
DON'T TAKE POISON!
For Rheumatism, Blood Poison,
Eczema or kindred diseases. Drivo
them from your sys- - O A I II k S3
tern with the use of wrlhi Hn
No Mercury No Potash No Arsenic.
lOO-pa- Book of Health Secrets
Free if you encloso this ad.
Salvar Depot, 911 19th Colo.
HOME
IDEAL MUSIC LIBRARY
This cabinet contains the
world's greatest collection
of music. Agents wanted
Liberal commission. THE
SCRIBNER MUSIC CLUB,
504 NASSAU BUILDING,
DENVER, COLORADO.
New and second hand pipe, all sizes and
PIPE kinds, at HAVENS BROS. MFG. AND
hUPPL.Y CO., 1622 Waiea St., Denver
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO
PEOPLE
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Local capitalists will start a bank
at Las Cruces.
The Uplift Society is doing good
work in Farmington.
Raton had a clean-u- D day that added
materially to the appearance of the
city.
Deminir soon is to have a park that
will equal any in the state as a beauty
spot.
The collection of the road tax has
been succesfully started in San Miguel
county.
The federal Erand Jury at Santa Fé
returned nine true bills and two no
true bills.
The sheriff's force is hunting for a
fellow who passed two worthless
checks at Roswell. ,
A big job of road improvement is)
to be done on the sandy highway en
tering Yeso from the south.
Governor McDonald has appointed
Charles G. Given of Silver City,
Grant county, a notary public.
The total wool shipments from the
Farmington section in the present sea-
son, it is estimated, will reach 700,000
pounds.
The biir Goode hay warehouse at
Lake Arthur was destroyed by fire.
The loss, which is about $400, was
covered by insurance.
A large denosit of asbestos has been
found near Las Vegas and a strong
company is to be organized to place
the valuable' mineral on the market.
The man found dead two miles
southwest of Dayton was identified as
E. J. Fox, brother of J. H. Fox of Day-
ton. Paralysis is given as the cause
of death.
Miss Mannette Myers, supervisor of
industrial education, has received for-
ty more reports on the vote for the
state flower. So far, the cactus leads
in the race.
Governor-McDonal- appointed Mrs.
Felix H. Lester of Albuquerque one of
the delegates to the Third Internation-
al Congress on Child Welfare, meeting
in Washington.
A cattle sale negotiated at Doming,
involving the transfer of 2,000 head,
brought several dollars a head more
than the prevailing market price and
established a record.
M. O. Bixler, while loading lumber
at Deming fell from a scaffold and
was severely injured, having had his
right leg broken and several bones in
his foot were also broken.
Houston Beasley of Oregon is proud-
ly displaying the pelt of a mountain
lion which he killed on his ranch. The
animal was a little over eight feet in
length and a fine specimen.
The women of Las Cruces Jiave tak-
en up the spirit of beautifying Las
Cruces. Some of the yards have been
planted almost full of plants for sum-
mer and autumn bloomers.
While running a drill at the electric
plant of the Roswell Gas and Electric
Company, Mike Neidercorn allowed
his srloves to get caught in the drill
The tip of the little finger of the right
hand was nipped off.
The Miesse Townsite Company filed
Incorporation papers in the office oí
the State Corporation Commission.
The office is at Deming, Luna county
and the statutory agent is Amos W
Pollard. The company is capitalized
at $15,000 divided into 150 shares al
$100.
Ray Scriven, twenty-six- , alias Thorn
a a Rracken. wanted , at Fairbury, 111.
for the murder of the city marshal al
thnr nlane. was arrested at Las VegasIHMW 4 "I
He was arrested on descriptions senl
out by Illinois sheriffs. He will b
taken back to Illinois as soon as offi
ters reach Lai Vegas.
Port of
San
Praises JÍ
Peruna
for per-
sonal
V.v.v, Xv.v.v.yg
benefit
received.
San Francisco, January 6, 1914.
Mr. A. de la Torre, Jr., formerly U.
' S. Inspector of Immigration, Port of San
Francisco, writes from No. 1111 Powell
St., San Francisco, Cal.: "I take great
pleasure in recommending your great na-
tional catarrh cure, Peruna, as the best
I ever used. I sincerely express my thanks
io you for the health which I now enjoy.
It has done me and a number of my
friends good, and I can assure you that I
shall take every opportunity to speak
in favor of what I consider to be the
best remedy for catarrh in existence to-
day."
Recognized Him.
In one case the late Mr. Justice
Hawkins sentenced all the prisoners
to death. The sentences were after-
wards remitted to terms of penal
servitude, while one of the defendants,
Alice Rhodes, received a free par-
don. -
In the summer of that year Mr. Jus
tice Hawkins, feeling warm after a
walk over Wimbledon Common,
called at an Inn and asked for a gin
ger beer. He thought the barmaid
looked at him strangely.
"Thank you, my lord," she said as
she handed him his change.'
"You know me, then?" exclaimed
Hawkins, with a smile.
"I shall never forget you," an
swered the barmaid. "It's not a year
ago that you sentenced me to death."
The barmaid was Alice Rhodes.
London Mail.
A CLERGYMAN'S TESTIMONY.
The Rev. Edmund Heslop of Wig-to-n,
Pa., suffered from Dropsy for a
year. His limbs and feet were swol
len, and puffed. He had heart flutter
ing, was dizzy
and exhausted at
the least exer-
tion. Hands and
feet were cold
and he had buco.
a dragging sensa
tion across the
loins that it was
difficult to move,
Rev. E. Heslop. boxea of Doddg
Kldnev Pills the' swelling disappear
ed and he felt himself again. He says
he has been, benefited and blessed by
the use of Dodds Kidney Pills. Sev
eral months later he wrote: I have
.not changed my faith In your remedy
since the above statement was author
ized. Correspond, with Rev. E. Hes
Iod about this wonderful remedy. .
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
vour dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and re
cipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
Adv.
Plenty of Fuel.
"Fuel comes easy in some quarters."
"How so?"
"Country editors get poems and die
tators get ultimatums."
Poop Supply.
.
"What line of action do you take
with your cooks out here?"
"We generally act on the firing line."
Disturbers Who Attempted to Break
Into Woman's Home Go to Jail
in Default of Bond.
Witt em Newspaper Union News Service.
Santa Fé. Julian Baca, Juan Gon-
zales, Rosario Tucker, Jose Chaves
Santiago Coriz, all young men, are in
Jail on the charge of attempted house-
breaking, damage to property and
threatening the life of Mrs. Martini, a
well known French woman who has
an orchard and gardens on College
street, Just south of the bridge. Mrs.
Martini says this is the culmination
of a long series, of petty annoyances
at the hands of the disorderly element
which frequents College street at night
and she demands .that the offenders
get the limit of the láw.
They were taken before Justice Jose
Maria Garcia, and waived preliminary
hearing and were held to the grand
July in $300 bond each, each one also
being placed under a $200 peace bond.
In default of bond the young men
were locked up in jail to meditate on
the way of the transgressor.
Prefer Thirty Days to Castor Oil.
Las Vegas. "Which would you pre
fer to do: drink three bottles of this
stuff which you have stolen or go to
jail for thirty days?" asked Justice D.
R. Murray of Encarnación Gutierrez
and Manuel Duran. "Give us the thir-
ty days," replied the two in concert.
The stuff they stole was castor oil.
Guiterrez and Duran discovered a sup-
ply of it in the basement of a drug
store a few days ago, and stole two
dozen bottles. They undertook to
peddle it out, intending to buy more
palatable liquor with the money. Chief
of Police Ben Coles put a stop to the
operations of the amateur druggists,
however, by. arresting them. They
were found guilty in Justice Murray's
court and were given thirty days in
Jail.
Bank Man Beats School Chief.
Albuquerque. Advicés from Gallup
state that W. L. Bishop, school super-
intendent, who was assaulted by W. H.
Morris, bank president, may die as a
result of his injuries. Morris is held
under $10,000 bond. School board poli-
tics caused ill feeling between the
men, Morris' wife being a member of
the school board. Morris struck Bish-
op from behind with a rock, and then
kicked him into insensibility.
Buy Tract For Playground.
Santa Fé. A deal was closed where-
by the Ramon Vigil grant of 32,000
acres in Santa Fé and Sandoval coun-
ties is sold to a group of Detroit mil-
lionaires for $100,000, the property to
be used for a .summer recreation
colony. Elaborate clubhouses and
bungalows are to be built. The pur-
chasers include H. B. Joy, Paul and
David Vhay, Ashley Pond and R. D.
Chapin.
Prominent Farmers Shot and Killed.
Santa Fé. John Swazea and Wil-
liam Johns, two prpminent farmers
living near Tucumcari, Quay county,
were Bhot and killed from ambush by
persons unknown. Both men had been
in Tucumcari on business and were on
their way home when the killing oc-
curred. The sheriff and a deputy hur-
ried to the scene fn automobiles to
make an investigation.
Alfredo Chaves Acquitted.
Socorro. The case of State vs.
young Alfredo Chaves, charged with
killing old Casimiro Baca in his store
at Puertecito, which resulted in ac-
quittal, was one of the hardest fought
of the District Court term. Baca was
killed on February 26. The evidence
was purely circumstantial as to tho
actual homicide.
THE SPANISH-AMERICA- N.
USE HOC Notice for Publication Business Cards
Dr. S. Locké, D D.S. Of
Tucumcari Hospital
Modern Equipmeut,
Largest X-Ra- y Coil in N. M,
Graduate Nurses.
Drs. Noble & Douirhtv.
Department of the Interior,
, U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico. ' Feb. 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given, that Rplin L
Cross Qf Mills, N. N, who on. Aug 22,
1910, made Enlarged HE No 011983 for
NEJ NWJ Sec. 35 Twp. 23 N. Range
26 East of N. M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final throe
year Proof to establish claim to "the
land above described before W.H.
WillcoxU. S. Commissioner, at hi
office in Roy, N. M. on the 18th day of
April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses
R W Eaton L W. Seright,
A C Procter
N F O Seright,
All of Mills Mora County, New Mex.
Paz Valverde,
4-- Register.
Will be in ROY May 3d
to 10th tó do your Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.
Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
TUCUMCARI, : V N.M
THE ROY
BARBER SHOP
C A. ARMOUR. ProD.
New Bath Room and up-t- o
date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Mar23 1v),l
Notice is hereby given that JosenhN'
Wright, of Roy, N M, who on
23581 Serial 06432
&Ad'l. C9971for SE sc 17 end SWJ
Sec, 17 Twp, 21 N, Range 27 E, NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,. be-
fore F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his ofilce at Roy, N M, on the 23d.
day of May, 1914,
claimant names as witnesses,
John M Beard Herbert W Davis
Thomas M Ogden Levi A Brown,
All of Roy, N M,
Paz Valyerde
. . Register,
Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S, Land Office Clayton, N. M.
Feb 24, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Axel A
Carlson of Roy, N M who on
made HE. No, 010247 for NW1 and El
NEi and SWJ-NE- J and NEJ-SW- 4 Sec
23 Twp 21 N Rg 25E NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H
Foster U, S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy,N. M,,- -
on the 8th day of May 1914.'
Claimant names as witnesses;
L W Peiffer J L Swaftn,
Leo Nalepinski, John Fessler,
All of Roy N, M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
Notice For n.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mar 17 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Charles F
Stanley, of Solano NM who on 10-1-0 10
made HE nos 012236-01699- 1 for
Lots 1 & 2 sec 18 T 19 N R,27 E and
El-N- Ei and EJ-NW- 1,
and Wi-NE- i, Sec 13 Twp 19N,Rng 26E
N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notide of
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Reg & Receiver u. s.
Land office at Clayton, N.M
on the 7th day of May, 1914. '
claimant names as witnesses:
John W Mackey, Joseph Allen,
osear A Million Walter Ross
all of Solano, N. m.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
NOTICE FOR; PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
"U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Feb. 24, 1914, ,
Notice is hereby given that William
M Patterson of. Mills, N M who on
made HE 'Se. No 010563 for
Lots 6jand 7, and EJ-SW- 1 of Sec. 6,
Lots 1 and 2, NE1-NW- J and NWJ.-NE- J
Section 7 Twp, 21, N. Range
26 E, N MP Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U S Commissioner, at his office at Roy
NM, on the 8 day of May 1914,
Claimant names as witnesses:
A C Meikle, c E Deaton,
Ben Hobson, Oral O Deaton,
All of Mills nM,
Paz Valverde.
3-- 4 25 Register
Get a Hunting Licence
According to a Proclamation
by the president dated October
1st, 1913, the open season for all
migratory birds, such as Geese,
Ducks, Curlew, Snipe, Plover,
etc. is from September 1st to
December 16th of each year, ir
respective of state laws. The
season for ducks, geese, etc. is
now closed.
Please remember that the law
requires you to take out a license
for carrying a gun for any pur-
pose, whether on your own prop
erty or elsewhere.
Al. S. Hanson,
Deputy Game Warden
Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U S. Land ornee ai aani-- jrtj.ix. m.
Api-- , 181914.
Notice is hereby given that Albino
Gomez of Roy N. M. who, on
25 ;1W9. made HE No. 08604
fortheS-NEi,Ni,.S- Ei
Section 25 Township i orín,
Range 24 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
to establish claim toproof,fiv year
described before W.H.the land above
WillcoxU. S. Commissioner, at,
his office at Roy.N. M. on the 8 day
of June, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan GomezVicente Gomez s
Francisco P MartinezManuel Beltran
All of Mills, N.M.
Francisco Delgado
Register,
) czzi o
Stomach Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G, Cleveland, Arnold, Fa.,
writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefit! me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After
taking two bottles of them I was cured. "
For sale by all dealers,
Notice
I will keep my 4 Standard
Bred Trotting and Pacing
Stallions for service at the
Frank Sheltren farm two
miles northwest of Roy, N.M,
after April 10, 1914.
11-T-- F. J.M.George.
Burbank Seed Potatoes 4c per
lb. in 100 lb. lots $3.7o Goodman
Vacant School Land in Mora
County
The following is a list of the
vacant school sections in the
aboye county on February 1st,
1914, which are subject to lease
for grazing or agricultural pur
poses.
Blank applications or further
information in regard to the rent
al price will be furnished upm
request to Commissioner of
Public Lands, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
Sec, Tp, Rg. Sec Tp. Rg
2 8 24 2 21 22
16 " " 32 " "
32 19 21 32 " "
32 " 22 2 21 24
2 " 23 16 " "
32 " 24 32 " "
36 " " "2 25
32 " 25 16 "
,
"
32 " 26 32 "
. "
2 - 20 21 - 2 " 26
32 " " 2 22 21
2 " 22 36 " 23
16 " " 32 " 24
2 " 24 2 " 25
32 " 24 2 23 19
32 " 26 ! 32 " . "
' " 27 36 " 20
2 21 21 32
.
" 21
32 " " 36 ' "
36 " 32 " ,22
32 25
e OOCDC 301
NEAR DEATH
BY SMOTHERING
Bat Husband, With Aid of Cardui,
Effects Her Deliverance.
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, o!
this place, says: "1 suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then 1 would get worse again. Final-
ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the medi-
cines I had taken.
I have induced many of my friends to
try Cardui, and they all say they have
been benefited by its use.. There never
has been, and never will be, a medicine
to compare with Cardui. I believe it is
a good medicine for all womanly trou-
bles."
For over 50 years, Cardui has been re-
lieving woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial.
It should surely help you, as it has a
million others.
Get a bottle of Cardui to-d- ay.
Writ to: Chattanooga Medicina Co., Ladios
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sttcial
Instructions On your case ar book, "Home
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 1 26
? ,..& i&V. .vi. 38
í lV1 1.V- I
Is known by experts to be
Composed of only Pure
Materials.
Now is the time to Paint
your Buildings.
Our prices are Right.
Floersheim Merc. Co.
ROY and SPRINGER.
THE SPANISH-AMERICA-
USING THE LEFT-OVER- SShe had not answered the quests
when she arrived at the lonely sta-
tion of the lonely little mining town.
She had not written Jim that she was
coming, and she made her way alone
to the little cottage where he lived,
and pushed the door softly open. The
rooms were vacant, and she wandered
from one to the other until she came
to. the one where her husband lived.
There was his big desk, with his pa-
pers and his little piles of ore to be
tested orderly, business-lik- e as she
remembered them, but over in one
corner, hanging against a nail was
something pink. She went over and
touched it. It was a .little pink linen
gown that she used to wear before she
went away, and that Jim had liked to
see her in. In a flash of intuition it
came to her all that it meant the
lonely man, deserted, heart hungry,
who had faithfully kept the little cast-of- f
love, as the only thing he had left
of the wife he had lost The pathos
of it cut her like a knife. She dropped
down on her knees and burled her
face in the folds of the dress, and
when she got up her eyes were bright
with indescribable tenderness, and she
knew that this had answered her ques-
tion.
A minute more and she had slipped
off the Paris gown she wore, and put
on the old pink frock, and then she
heard Jim's step along the hall, and
she turned to greet him.
"Loraine," he cried, and staggered
against the wall as if he had Been a
ghost, but her strong young arms were
about him, and her dear head on his
breast .
"Jim Jim," she sobbed, "I've come
home at last I know now that there
is something better than fame and
glitter, and tinsel, and that the love
that can just be faithful is worth all
the applause of all the audience on
earth, but " and she looked up fear-
lessly in his eyes "I am not sorry
that I went I had to try my wings,
but they have brought me safely back
to the home nest"
"I hear," said the Angel to the man-
ager, "that down at that little mining
town in Alabama the most glorious
contralto voice in my memory is be-
ing used to hush a baby to sleep."
"I told you she was a woman," re-
plied the manager.
(Copyright 1914. by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
How She Stopped the Train.
A high, stiff feather on a girl's hat
caught in a bellrope as she was pass-
ing through a car, Kate Upson Clark
writes In Leslie's. She shook her head
in order to free herself, but the feather
had become well intertwisted with the
bellrope and would not out. Suddenly
the train stopped with a terrific Jerk,
which threw the girl to the floor and
half thé passengers from their seats.
The trainmen came rushing in to find
what was the matter, while a pallid'
conductor swung himself off; expect-
ing to find at least a rock on the track.
The feather was quite torn from the
girl's hat and nobody on the train
cared if It was. -
Five years before she had married
Jim Benton, who had taken her from
an uncongenial home, where a shrew-
ish and vulgar stepmother had made
life well-nig- h unbearable for the girl,
whose, nature was v as highly strung
and sensitive as a violin. She had
loved, as well as her unawakened
heart could, the big, silent, strong
man, who yearned over her with
ceaseless tenderness, and for awhile
she had been happy enough in the lit-
tle cottage at the mines where they
had gone to live. By and by, however,
she begun to grow restless, to feel the
stirring within her of unguessed
forces and powers and to know, as
genius muBt always know, that it must
find expression or die.
She was intensely, vibrantly allive,
and she had never, lived. She wanted
to know, to feel, to see, to measure
her beanty "against other women'B, to
try the splendid power of her glorious
voice, and to sway men and women
with it. She yearned and hungered
for the glitter of streets that were
but nameB to her, and to be part of
the wild tide of life that sweeps
through a great city. For a long time
she fought against her desire, but in
the end it conquered her. The deadly
monotony of the life she .led, the
weary sameness of the faces she knew
bo well, the oft-tol- d tales of places
where nothing happens, got upon her
nerves, until she felt that she must
either commit suicide or end life in a
madhouse. Then, summoning her
courage, Bhe went to her husband and
told him of her longings, her despair.
"It isn't that I don't love you,", she
said, hurrying over the words that
she knew wounded him like stones
thrown by a cruel hand, "but there is
something that tells me that I must
go away to the life that is calling me,
or I will die. You you have seen the
world you have your work but I I
have never been beyond these hills
that smother me. I have nothing to
remember nothing but the days that
are all alike. Let me go," she wailed,
"let me go only for three years. It
isn't much out of a lifetime, and I
will come back and be your slave the
balance of my life."
For reply Jim Benton took the
slender little figure in his arms and
pressed it tight against his. breast so
that she might not see his face, but
she could feel the beating of his heart,
and once It seemed to her it almost
stopped. At last, however, he found
his voice.
"Poor little girl," he said, "poor lit-
tle song bird that was given wings to
fly and that I have caged," and then
he let her go from him to the life she
craved freely, and ungrudgingly, and
made the way easy for her feet, for
the big silent man, keeping his faith-
ful watch over the trust confided to
him, had powerful friends in the great
city', who put his wife in the way of
realizing her ambition.
From the flrBt she was "one of those
destined to success. Her glorious
beauty and her superb voice attracted
attention at once, and added to this
was a strange, illusive, intoxicating
vitality a sense of the joy of living
that was almost madness that swept
her audiences into her mood, and
caught and carried them- - along with
her in an irresistible furor. Up and
up she went by leaps and bounds in
her profession of "The Queen of the
Cannibal Isles." She had, as the Angel
had said to the manager, her little
world at her feet.
It was at this flood- - tide of her suc-
cess that she had turned her face
homeward. The three years that she
had asked for had expired, and not
once in all that time had she seen her
husband. Not once had he asked her
to come back to him, or repined at the
loneliness of his lot Now she was
going to the mines once more, and as
the train bore her on and on to her
destination, she strove in vain to
pierce the veil that hid the future.
Could she go back to the lonely mo-
notony of that life ? Was one man's
devotion worth the adulation of a
thousand? '
PINK LINEN FROCK
By DOROTHY DIX.
"Wha-a-at- " cried the Angel, who
had backed the new musical extrava-
ganza, "The Queen of the Cannibal
Isles," "Loraine Lorance going to
leave the stage in the midst of the big-
gest Broadway success in years? Is
ihe crazy, or what?"
"She is a woman," replied the man-
ager, succinctly, as if that explained
everything.
"Such a voice," went on the Angel,
goomily reminiscent, "always made
me think of birds singing in a golden
dawn, like that, you
know, it was so full of the Joy of
living. Then her gaiety and humor-- so
spontaneous, so fresh, and that lit-
tle way Bhe had, so demurely wicked,
by George, it was about the most
fetching thing 1 ever saw."
"It takes a Baint to play the devil,"
commented the manager, grimly.
. "And to think of her being fool
enough to throw everything up right
now," continued the Angel, "why, she's
got success it's in her very hand."
"Well," observed the manager, "if,
when Heaven gives a woman tempera-
ment, it would also endow her with a
little reason, it would have saved me
from becoming bald so early in life,
and would have made the show busi-
ness a safer and more agreeable occu-
pation."
'
"What does she say?" Inquired the
Angel.
The manager fished a letter out
from under a pile on his desk, and be-
gun to read aloud: "Sorry she can't
renew her contract with us, but she is
going to leave the stage. Hopes it
won't disappoint us, and that we will
have no trouble in finding a substitute
for her In The Queen,' but she's
found out that there's something bet-
ter than, the tinsel of the stage, and
more worth striving for than fame and
"money
"Wish she'd tip me off to what it
is," put in the Angel, parenthetically.
"In short," continued the manager,
summarizing the lengthy letter, "she
has determined to leave the stage,
and Btay at home with hubby you
know that in real life, she is Mrs.
James Benton and darn his ' socks
and cook his dinners."
"Where is she?" asked the AngeL
"Oh," responded the manager, "at
some little iron mine down in Ala-
bama, where her husband is manager
for a companV. It's a gay metropolis
that consists of a company store,
with the post office in one corner,
and an Interesting population of a
thousand negro and Italian laborers."
; "She won't stay there," ' exclaimed
the Angel, bringing his fist down on
the desk with a thump. "Good God,
think of a woman like that being
buried 'alive in such a hole. She'll
be back in two months begging for
her old part, and we will make her
pay for giving us this attack of heart
failure."
"Don't count on her too much,"
warned the manager, "she's a woman,
you know."
While " the . two men in the little
Broadway office were settling her fate,
the woman of whom they spoke was
standing on a great pile of slag, send-
ing her, voice out In a roulade of song
that 'silenced, for very shame, the
mocking birds In the near-b-y olean-
ders. At last wearied, she stopped,
and turning to the great ugly bulldog
that crouched at her feet she cried
whimsically: ;
"What, Tlge, not a round of ap-
plause? Don't you know, sir, tha
was my big Broadway hit, and was
good for three curtain calls every
night?" , But the faithful dumb ani-m- al
only licked her hand by way of
reply, and with something like a sob
she caught her fingers in his cfclhp
and started homeward.
MEAT PIES A VALUABLE ADDI-
TION TO MENU. ,
If Skillfully Put Together They Ar
,
In No Way Indigestible Vege--
, tablea Should Form Patt
of Dish to Be Served.
Meat pies are the best left-ove- r
meat dish possible, If they are well!
made. The regulation crust meat pie-migh- t
come in for condemnation, 00
the same grounds that bring condem-
nation to other crust pies that the
crust is Indigestible. But there are
many kinds of meat pie 'that can be-mad-
without crust.
Lancashire Pie. iiancashire pie can;
be made from any sort of left-ove- r
meat, which must be freed from bone
and gristle and chopped fine. Put it
In alternate layers with fresh, hot'
mashed potato, beaten fairly to a
cream, In a buttered baking dish. Top
the pie with mashed potato and make,
little depressions in it with a spoon-I- n
each of these put a bit of butter-Bak-e
the pie brown in a moderate-oven- .
The potato should bo very
creamy and the meat should be slight-
ly moistened, either with gravy or
with warm water.- - Both meat and
potato should be carefully seasoned.
Left-ove-r vegetables can be com-
bined with left-ove- r meat in pies. The-crus- t
can be a layer of mashed po-
tato or a layer of rice, moistened!
with milk and mixed with a beaten
egg. Or bread crumbs can be mois-
tened with cream and mixed with an,
egg and spread over the pie for crust.
Biscuit dough can be dropped on the
top of the pie in little biscuits, far
enough apart bo that they will
and crusty all around when
done.
If there Is a cupful of tomato left
over, add that to chopped lamb, mut-
ton, chicken, veal or beef for a pie.
If there is rice it can be added to left-
over chicken or lamb In the pie. Sweet
green peppers can be used with lamb
and mutton and beef. Boiled onions
can be chopped and added to the
filling for a meat pie.
A Left-Ove- r Pie. Here is a de-
licious pie that combines many left-
overs: Put a layer of chopped cooked
meat in the bottom of a buttered bak-
ing dish and sprlnkle .it with crumbs.
Then add a layer of spaghetti or
macaroni, in tomato sauce. On top
of this put another layer of meat, then
more crumbs and so on until the dish
is full. Put a final layer of crumbs
on the dish and then pour on enough
gravy or stock to moisten It thorough-
ly. Bake brown in a moderate oven.
Pea Chowd,er. '
A substantial tea dish of peas and
corn is prepared thus: the first thing
in the morning put a half cupful of
split peas to soak in cold water. Two
or three hours before tea drain them,
covér with cold water, adding a bit
of baking soda half the size of a pea,
and cook slowly until tender, about
two hours or more. Drain and add half
a can of corn, half a' cupful of milk,
half a teaspoonful of salt and a dash
of pepper. Cover and cook slowly for
half an hour, add one tablespoonful of
butter and Serve at once; The liquid
drained from the peas before the corn
and 'milk are added may be kept to
help In making soup.
Cereal Chocolate Pudding.
Use cocoa or chocolate enough to fla-
vor the quantity of cold cereal that
you have. Add müi enough to moist-
en and place over the fire. Stir until
thoroughly mixed, add a little vanilla
extract and turn into small wine-
glasses to mold. After it Is cold re-
move from the molds and place on
sauce dishes, surround with four or
dve halved almonds, dates or raisins,
cover lightly with "whipped cream and
serve very cold.
Rice for Japanese Ceremony..
With traditional solemn ceremony
the Japanese court has decided upon
two districts for raising the rice which
will be used as offerings on the occa-
sion of the Daijoe. The Daijoe Is a
state festival to take place in connec-
tion with the coronation ceremonies.
The ceremony consists in the emperor
personally offering to the'imperial an-
cestors and gods newly cropped rice.
The rice-fiel-d lying to the east of
Kyoto Is called "Yukiden" and that in
the west "Sukiden." The rice in these
fields will be cultivated and harvested
with the utmost possible care.
Ancient Irish Words.
The three most ancient words in the
Irish language, it is said, are Tor, a
tower; Cir, a hound, and Bo, a cow.
" National Goodness. ....
A nation's institutions and beliefs
are determined by its. character.--- .
Herbert Spencer. - .
Of'
Is
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ROOMINTERMEDIATE
NOTES
Katherine Miller who has been out of school
several months, is again in Bchool in the pri-
mary room.
It's, better for spring fever than medicine.
What is? The "Deacon" and "Nota man in the
house" of course.
Teacher "Now, Jonnycan you name some
thing that will not freeze?"
Tommy ' "Yes ma'am hot water"
The Mrs. J.N.Nutter of this place and her
daughter Mrs. Grace Nutter of Dawson spent
Friday afternoon visiting the di ffeient recrrs
ofe school.
If you miss the Class play "The Deacon"
and "Not a Man in the House" next Wednes-
day evening, you will miss one of the treats of
the season. Get your tickets at the Barber
Shop.
The Mt. Olive School near Mills with J.E.
Russel as teacher closed this week. Mr. Russel
has taught at this place four terms and his
work has been very satisfactory. We under-
stand that Mr. Russel has an application in for
the Principalship of the Roy Schools for the
coming term and no doubt stands an excellent
chance for election.
Several of the pupils who have been absent
from 6 to 12 weeks during the present tern),
and whose work has betn very unsatisfactory
on account of so much adsence stand little
chances for promotion a their work wiil not
warrant promotion. Others who have been absr
ent considerable will be promoted on trial orly.
In most cases this unwarranted absence can
be laid at the door of the parents, and they
alone will be to blame for their children's fail-
ure as same is caused by carelesness of atten-
dance.
Promotions will be made the fore part of
next wek. and if your child failed of promotion
find out the course before you blame the teach-
er for it.
Woodrow Wilson has a very quick wit.
A man in the course of an animated conversa-
tion, noticing that Mr. Wilson's eyeglassea
were perched perilously near the tip of his
nose, remarked: "Your glasses, Governor, aie
almost on your mouth." '
"That's all right," wa3 the quick response. "(
want to see what I'm talking about."
only one more week of school, one more
issue of the Record! One more effort and the
year.s work is done. Has the work of issuing
this paper been worth while? Dont ask the brain
weary editor. Has it been a success? don't ask
an interested persn. We have done our best
one more issue and our trials is over and you
are the judge of the result.
War! War! War! and justice to the American
Flag is the main topic of conversation in the
Grammer Room this week. Rumors are telked
about as soon as received, and the pupil are
getting quite patriotic indeed and if we were a
little older no doubt Roy Schools would have a
number of volunteers.
Now comes the time of the schoolyear when
the student sees in the dim beyond a promotion
k card, and in straining, to see whose names are
written thereon.he reflects on the work of the
year, Those problems in Algebra; Those
solutions in Arithmetic; Those dates in history
loom up in the shadowy background and are
indistinct in the dim record of the past, but
coming up in bright red on the grades for that
different months are those 60,8 and 70, s and seem
more distinct th aa those 90, s but when we average,
them all up they become plainer, look better and
the average becomes 85 or more and we have
passed.
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JgT VISIT YOUR SCHOOLS.
PAY YOUR POLL TAX
GREATEST AMERICAN POET.
In answer to the question, "Who is the
greatest living American poet?" the people of
Greenfield, Indiana, think that James Whitcomb
Riley deserves that distinction. They are raising
a $10,000 fund to erect a statue to the Hoosiei
singer of the sweet songs that touch he heart
strings. The poet was born at Greenfield near
Indianapolis.
OOMJNG DATES OF THE ROY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
CLASS PLAY " NOT A MAN IN THE
HOUSE " AND " THE DEACON" 29th. AT
THE I.O.O.P. HALL ADMISSION 15 AND
25 CENTS RESERVE SEATS 35 CENTS
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES FRIDAY
EVENING MAY 1st. COMMENCEMENT ADD-
RESS BY STATE SUPT. ALVAN N. WHITE
PLACE CHRISTIAN CHDRCH. ADMISSION
FREE.
GRAND ALUMNI BALL SATURDAY
EVENING MAY 2NO AT I.O.O.F. HALL.
GRAND MARCH 8--30 SHARP.
CLOSING OF SCHOOL FRIDAY MAY
1ST PROMOTION CERTIFICATES GIVEN
ON THIS DATE.
Only one more issue of the Record.
School closes Friday May First.
Class Play Next Wednesday evening.
Did you hear the Baccaulaureate Sermon?
It was surely fine.
Ethsl Liatherman was on the sick list the
first of the week.
The pupils ara , getting along niceJy with
their rehearsing and are going to be in excel-
lent shape for their play.
Eula Mae Tindall of Raton who has
been visiting her cousin Miss Gladys Hern for
the past three weeks returned home Tuesday.
Are you feeling blue? Then take a night, off.,
and see "The Deacon" at I.O.O.F. Hall next.
WeJnesday night.
If you miss the Bridle Tour at the I.O.O.F.
Hall next Wednesday evening, you will always
be sorry. Get your tickets at the Barber Shop.
Emma Boulware rode in 10 miles to 1 attend
practice on Tuesday and Thursday evening, i1
"Will I be promoted"? this Í3 the question
that is foremost in the minds of the pupils , at;
present. -
Harold Taylor was absent Monday and Tues-
day. Harold's parents were sbsent and Harold
had to work at the switch-boar- d.
All the Directors visited us this week and
we feel they are quite satisfied with ourwork- -
Mrs.F. A.Roy spent Wednesday afternoon visit
ing us Mis. Roy highly praises our work.
Thomas an J Murie Burris of the Intermediate
Room have removed with their parents to Daw-
son. They have done fine work and we are sor-
ry to have them leave. All the room unite to
wish them success in their new home.
All the Directors visited us this week and
we feel they aie quite satisfied with our work. ;
The little girls of the Intermediate room feel
highly honored to have had a3 their guests, at a
dinner preplexed by them, Wednesday Messrs.
M. D. Gibbs, O.H. Kerns, R.W. Mitchell, Mr.
Wm.0. Johnson, Mrs.D.Ella Romine, Miss
Grace V. Collins and Mrs. Frank A. Roy.
We feel that our efforts havé been appre.
ciated during this term and take this opprotunity
to thank all parents and friends for the interest
they have shown.
THE B A' ."CAL AUREATE SERMON
The Baccalaureate Sermon which was preach-
ed by Rev. J. S. Russel on Inst Sunday evening
was one of the best sermons that has ever been
preached in Roy. The eh arch was filled to its
full seating capacity and all that good words to
express about the sermon.
Rev. Russel is one of the best preachers in
New Mexico and his sermons are filled with
good advice and are very interesting and edu-
cational and the sermon of Sunday" evening
was one of the best that we have ever heard
Rev Russel deliver.
, The music furnished by the choir assisted
by Mrs. Floersheim at the organ and - Mr.
Hanson with the violin was very appropriate
for the; occasion and much enjoyed v by the
audience.
n
The Members of the School Board and the
Teachers of the main School Building and Mrs"
F.A.. Roy were invited by the Domestic Science
class to partake of dinner with the pupils of
the Intermediate Room and their teachers last
Wednesday. t
The dinner was one of which the class can
feel justly proud of and the little girls as waiters
surely did excellent. We want to congratulate
the Intermediate room on their success with the"
affair, and such social affairs can only tend to
unite the teachers and pupils closer, together.
The School Board and Teachers want to thank
the girl3 for their kind invitation to the dinner.
The members of the School Board Messrs.
M. D. Gibbs, O. H. Kern, and R. W. Mitchell
visited the different rooms of the school Wed"
nesbayaftenoon also attended and partook of
the dinner served by the Domestic Science
Class of the intermediate room.
The Graduation Class sang their Class song
for them and also gave their yell.'The pupils
were glad to have the Board call on the school
in a body and thank them for their visit.
: The Board has striven hard to make our
school one of the best in New Mexico, and have
done everything possible to make our work a
pleasure and the school is very appreciative of it,
Mrs. F. A. Roy visited the different rooms
of t;he school Wednesday. We were surely glad
to have Mrs. Roy visit the schools and she
expressed herself as well pleased with the wrk
being done in different rooms. Come again Mrs.
Roy.
1
THE SPANISH-AMERICA-
PAPA MIGHT HAVE GUESSED His Condition.
The big red touring car struckCONTROLLING THE DANGEROUS STABLE FLY pedestrian, rolling him in the mud. andNo Doubt He Wat Just as Badly Rat
maltreating him In general. Thetled as John Henry Some Two
owner ran back, greatly excited, afterScore Years Ago.
stopping his car.
"Is he dead?" he asked anxiously of
the medical man who was attendingJohn
Henry was keeping company
with Myrtle Marie, and when the fa the victim.ther of the latter returned from the
office one evening he was timidly ap "Oh. no," replied the doctor, cheerfully, "he's not dead; he's merely runproached by his pretty daughter. down."
"Papa," said the fair one, "did John
Henry call on you this morning?"
"Yes." answered the paternal one, Annual Aviation Stunt.
"Spring is In the air."
"Hope it's equipped with a good sta"but I couldn't make out much of whathe said."Fit. Mvv4; bilizer." Boston Transcript.
"Couldn't make out what he said!"
returned Myrtle Marie, wonderingly.
"What do you mean 7"
"As near as I could understand," ex TORTURING TWINGES
Much rheumatism is caused
plained papa, "he said he wanted to
marry me; that you had enough money
to eupport him, and that we had al-
ways loved each other, sfo I told him
by weakened kidneys. When the kid
neys fail to clear the blood oiuric acia,
Mia arA forms into crystals like bits
of broken glass in the muscles, jointsto go home and write it out in piam
English."
Adult Female of the Stable Fly.
and on the nerve casings, iortunng
pains dart through the affected part
whenever it is moved. By curing the
kidneys, Doan's Kidney Pills haveHEAD ITCHED AND BURNEDthree rows of openings leading to the
interior. eased thousands or rneumauc cases,
lumbaeo. sciatica, gravel, neuralgiaBurns. Wm "The trouble began onOne ODenine is a space one-hal- f incn
and urinary disorders.my baby when she was about fourwide between, the floor of the trap and
the lower screen wire. There is A SOUTH DAKOTAmonths old. A red pimple was seen
at first and it grew larger and larger
all the time on the back of her head.
one such space on each side run "fvrrv PictureCASIS
. W. R. Smart. Belle Telli a Story"ning entirely across the window.
Fourche. S. D.. ays:These openings admit flies directly
"Rheumatism causedIt looked scabby and it itched andburned and she began to, scratch it
and scratched until it would bleed.
into the space containing the bait me terrible suffering.
This is covered by ' a roof of screen
Sometimes she could not sleep andwire along the ridge of which holes,
felt pretty cross.
The stable fly la regarded by the
department of agriculture as a men-ac-e,
not only to domestic animals, but
to human beings, and this is the sea-
son of the year when means for ex-
terminating and controlling the pest
should be adopted. In this connection
the department recommends, among
other things, the Hodge fly trap, a sim-
ple, easily constructed contrivance, as
one of the most effective meas-
ures In destroying the fly. The flies
frequently attack mankind, and during
severe outbreaks men engagéd In field
work are often annoyed by them.
In the southern part of the United
States the stable fly Is a source of
great danger to live, stock, and to
the welfare of the community practi-
cally throughout the year. In tne
Northwest the fly seldom becomes suf-
ficiently numerous to cause annoyance
except during the latter part of the
large enough for flies to pass, are
punched at two inch intervals. High "The trouble lasted till she was a
I had to give up
work. I had to be
lifted around and
was perfectly help-
less. Doan's Kidney
Pills acted like
magto ' in driving
away the rheuma-
tism. It soon left
me entirely and 1
er up the sides are two rows of open year old and I saw an advertisement
of Cuticura Soap and Ointment, so IIngs formed
.
by bending the screen
wire inward and upward to form two sent for some. First I washed tne
sore part with the Cuticura Soap andhorizontal folds running across the haven't had an at
window. then applied the Cuticura Ointment
and left it on for a while, then I
tack since."
Get Doan's at Any Store. EOe a Box
DOAN'S VflSV
FOSTER-MILBUR-N CO BUFFALO, N. Y.
washed it again with the Cuticura
A series of small holes are also
punched along the inner edge of each
of these folds. Thus there are three Soap. Cuticura Soap and Ointment
cured the sore in a week without arows of openings on each side of the
trap, one at the bottom leading direct- - scar." (Signed) Mrs. Otto F. Heckly,
Nov. 22, 1912. 'It to the bait and from there throughsummer and early falL The most ee-- Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
the holes in the ridge to the interior
of the trap. The two above this ae
openings through folds of wire which free.with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
riouB damage caused by the fly, bow-eve- r,
is in the grain belt.
Practically all warm-bloode- d ani-
mals are attacked by flies, while mules
In general seem to be more annoyed
than any other animals. Horses and
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
Jf you feel 'out of borts' 'rib down' 'got the ttvv.m'
serrín from Imust, BLIDDKR, HKRVOUS D1BKASKA,
CHROMIO WEAKNESS, CLOSES, BK.IM KRUPTIONS, PILES,
write for FREE cloth bound hkdical book on
these dineafles and wondkrful 'cures effected by
THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY No.lNo 2No.3
THERAPION XXWti
tb remedy for tous own ailment. Absolutely FREE
No follow tip' circular. NooblipratloDS. Dr.LkClrro
Mkd. Co., Haterstock Rd.. Hanpstkad, London. Emo.
WS WANT TO PROVE THKRAFION WILL COEB TOD.
Many Pounds at Party.
lead directly to the interior of the
trap. These openings higher up on
the sides provide a way of entrance
to the trap even if the flies caught
are so numerous as to stop up the
Bridget They had a regular pound
party at Mike O'Rourke's last night.
openings in the ridge covering the Nora Tell me about it.Brideet Barney O'Flannigan poundbait.
protection of Live Stock From the ed Pat McGinnis black and blue ano
the rest of the party pounded Barney
nearly to death.
Fly.
DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it
Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c. 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska
A mixture of fish oil (one gallon),
oil of pine tar (two ounces), oil of Mr.an r RilAthAPfllpennyroyal (two ounces), and kero EVrnminA ííarefullv every bottle ofi u
i V d CASTORIA, a Bafe and sure remedy forsene-(oue-ha- lf pint) has been foundto be very effective in keeping the flies infants and children, ana see tnai it
off live stock when applied lightly but TI.... A l .
.
noOTH-OVERTO- Nthoroughly to the portions of animals Signature of ÜtkWMÍnot covered with blankets or nets Dyspepsia TabletsIn TTae For Over 30 Years.Work animals may be largely protect Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoriaed from the pest by means of cover stop Intestinal Fermentation, Immediate.Believe Gas and Distress after Eutinr. Onesite only, 60c. Money refunded If they do
not help, or write for Free Sample Box ana
THY them first If you wish.Ines. One type found very effective If it were unfashionable to be fashand inexpensive during an outbreak 11 Broadwar CO. New Yorkionable, fashion would soon be out of
fashion. -
of the pest in Texas consisted of a
blanket made of double thickness of
burlap so arranged as completely to T?o4 fVnoa 'RniT Tilim mnnh rief.t.er. troesJ. v voo -- ' "" 1 i ri
farther than liauid blue. Get from any
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Reitorinv Color and
grocer. Adv.
it..4cover the back, sides and neck of theanimal. The legs are then coveredby means of old trousers slipped on
river tha feet and tied over the back. Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.Sftmp. Imaginary things do not exist, coo. ana si.uo an uruggisi..
but imaginary troubles are realLeather nets or strips of leather at
tached to the bridle aid in keeping the
liles from the head. The ordinary fly AreYou Suffering romínet has proven of little value as it
only tends to displace the flies ternHodge Fly Trap, Showing Where theFly Enters.
dictionary
that Autonorarily. intoxication isThe thorough screening of all win
dows and doors of stables has been
found successful and desirable. When
barns are screened . care should be
taken to brush the flies from the ani
r,.miTr.ii.iili..-i.-.,n- .. n"- -: "!' "-"- f"wiMl "poisoning, or
the state of being poisoned, from toxic, substances produced within the
body." This is a condition due to the stomach, bowels, kidneys, liver, or
cores of the body failing to throw off the poisons. More than 50 of adults
aresufferingfrom this trouble. This is probably why you are suffering from
nervousness, headaches, loss of appetite, lack of ambition, and many other
symptoms produced by Autointoxication. Your whole system needs stirring up.
'tiBh-PSERGE'- &OÍBEÜ
OEBiGñL DESGGVERV
mals when they are about'to enter, by
means of nets over the doorway, or
with sacks. Little can be done to
protect range stock from the flies. On
hoe farms a freshly plowed trench of
cattle are severely attacked, while
sheep and goats are prey for the fly,
which attacks them on all parts of
the body not protected by the wool,
particularly the legs, and hogs are
subject to annoyance by the pest, es-
pecially when they are in pasture.
Trapping the Flies.
Thé Hodge fly trap is designed so
as to catch flies both as they attempt
to enter and leave windows. It con-
sists, essentially, of a light wooden
framework made to fit closely .in a
window. On the floor of this frame-
work Is a bait pan containing any. kind
of food material attractive to the flies.
Both the Inner and outer sides of the
frame are covered with screen wire,
rranged in such a way as to provide
fers considerable protect' a to swine.
The sides of the trenches may be
smeared with petroleum which is
rubbed off qn the animals and acts ai
The latest edition of Dr.
Pierce's Common Senas
Medical Adviser should
1 in every family. No
reason why you should
be without it v? hen it will
be sent free to you if you
will remit coet of wrap
a repellant.
(In Tahlot of liquid Form
Will remedy the trouble. It first aids the system to
expel accumulated poisons. It acts as atonic and finally
enables the body to eliminate its own poisons without
any outside aid. Obey Nature's warnings. Your dealer
In medicines will supply you, or you may send 50c for a sampte
package oí tablets by mail. Address Dr.R.Vierce, Buifalo,N.Y.
Do not set apple trees too clos-e- ping and roai ling 81 one-ce- nt
stamps to Pr.B.V.
flotea, Buffalo, S.4.twenty to twenty-flv- e feat
.
is aboui
the right distance. -
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Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North
Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
time and save telegraphic delays.
Office and EXCHANGES AT
ROY, N. M.
Local Residence Local Busines$2.50 per mPrivate
Line
$3.00 per mo.
Money
Deposit it when you have a surplus, with
The Roy Trust & Savings Bank,
On Certificates of Deposit, we pay 4 per
cent for 3. 4 or 5 months, 6 per cent for 6,
9 or 12 months. A Certificate of Deposit
combines convenience, safety and profit, mak-
ing an ideal investment. These Certificates
are payable on demand and negotiable at any
time.
A Careful, Conservative, Legitimate, general
banking business conducted.
The Roy Trust and
Sa-virg-
s Berk,
of R O Y
per mo.0l- -
HiiiidiifciWxr''
Desert Claims
The Commissioner of the General
Land Office has issued recent sup
plemental instructions in regard to
desert land entries, requiring all ap
Iglesia Católica
Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge,
de Roy el dia 28 del mes de Abril,
del ano 1914, a las. 9:30 de la
mañana,
.
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes
o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por
los enfermos que reclaman los
auxilios de la Religión.
1 A. C. Cellier,
Cura-Parroc-
Church Services shall take
place in the Chapel of St. George
on the 23 day of April, 1914 at
9:30 a. m.
Notices of sick calls should be
given the previous day, upon my
arrival in town.- -
A. C. Cellier.
Catholic Pastor.
plicants at the time of filing their
desert land declaration to also file plans
describing in detail the source of
water supply, character of irrigation
works constructed, in course of con-
struction, or proposed to be construct-
ed, that is, reservoirs for storage,
canals, flumes or other methods by
which water is to be conveyed to the
land; or if by diversion, the nature of
the flow of streams or springs,
whether perenially flowing, or inter-
mittent. It must be shown whether
the irrigation works are by an irriga-
tion district, a corporation, an associa-
tion or by the applicant himself. If
the works have not been constructed
a general statement as to the propos-
ed plan, whether surveys and invest-
igations have been made, and by whcm
to demonstrate the existance of a
sufficient water supply. If irrigation
IB
THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries
c loans on ituius, wuiam
is to be by artesian wells or - pumping
from underground sourves, evidence
must be submitted as to the existence
of such water supply. In this con-
nection a specified showing must be
made as to the elevation of the land,
character of the soil and to what point
upon the tract the ditch or lateral is
to be' extended, The Map required to
be filed must be sufficiently definite to
lands, city resident or business
property, to buy, build', improve,
extend or refund mortgages or Heal Grocother securities, terms reasonable. snecial Drivilecres. Cor show a practicable and feasible plan
for conducting water to the land to be
irrigated,
, x - j -
respondence invited. Common-
wealth Securities Loan Company
R 767 Gas & Electric Bldg., Den-er- ,
Colorado. 749 Henry Bldg..
eattle, . Washington. A Cure for Sowr Stomach. '
Mrs. Wm. M. Thompson, of Battle
Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been
troubled with indigestion, sour stomachThe proposition of 6 per cent
and bad breath. After ' taking Ntwo
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
Sells everything good to
eat. Our prices are
always right.
A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery
well. Thesetablets are splendid none
better." For sale by All Dealers.
Loans obtainable with special
privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by addres
sing Dept. R. E.1527BuschBl'g.
Dallas, Texas.
F. A. ROY,
Nothing So good for a Cough or Cold.
When you have a cold you want the
best medicine obtainable so as to get
rid of it with the least possible delay,
There are many who consider Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed.
Mrs. J, Boroff, Elida, Ohio, says,
''Ever since my daughter, 'Ruth was
cured of a severe cold and cough by
Chamberlain's Cough Remeby two
years ao, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that pre-
paration.
.
I know of nothing so quick
to relieve a cough or cure a cold,"
For Sale by sll dealers.
Manager.
Roy, N. M.
Notice
All persons are forbidden - to
dump rubbish or garbage on the
old dumping ground south of the
Stock-Yards- : This is a part of
the Roy Town Site and these lots
are for sale.
Roy Trust & Savings Bank.
IB3 Cmm mmmrm
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KEEP EFFECT IN MIND not all be figures, but in spirit theyshould not be incongruous. You will
see exactly what I mean when I tell
you that I once saw the picture of a
little boy whom nobody loves and who
is disconsolately considering going out
in the garden to eat worms hanging
directly under Hoffman's head ol
Christ.
WALL DECORATION IS WORTHY
OF MUCH THOUGHT.A
lAA TarEMM-- ;
FINE THREE-PIEC- E COSTUMECompulsory Education Regulations and Illiteracy
V!J ASH1NQTON. Although six state in the Union are still without
pulsory school-attendan- ce laws, and four others have laws that apply
only partially, definite progress during
in Style and Material This Is One of
the Most Serviceable That Has
Been Designed.
At almost any time of the year it
would be difficult for a semi-sma- rt
three-piec- e costume, as shown hére,
to fail of service. The two shaped
flounces, or godets, as they are most-
ly termed, surmounting the slim, plain
skirt, are afforded an original touch
by the Introduction of a square
in front, stitched with the
same small braided buttons as are
the past decade is reported in a bul-
letin just Issued by the United States
bureau of education. Since 1905 eight
states previously without compulsory
laws have adopted them, and It is
thought to be a matter of only a few
years when compulsory school attend-
ance will be in effect in every state
and territory of the United States.
The six states still without compul-
sory school laws are: South Carolina,
On the Proper Selection and Hanging
of Pictures Depends Much of the
Beauty of the Room How Best
to Display Them.
Very few people know how to hang
pictures. This may seem a sweeping
statement, but 'one has only to notice
the different walls round about per-
haps in one's own home and the
sweep will be verified.
In some rooms in which I have been
I could be almost sure the pictures
had been hung by the participants in
a donkey party, each picture being
tacked at random by a sightless one,
and by no means near the donkey!
here, there, everywhere, with no ref-
erence whatever to form, color, design,
ornamentation, unity, but rather a
proposition of so many pictures, so
many bare walls, so many tacks, and
up they go, with the 'result looking
much so.
Now, while in most caees a plea
could be made for more regularity,
too much regularity (the wrong kind)
Is just as bad, writes Ethel Davis Seal
in the Philadelphia North American.
I remember once noticing the peculiar
effect produced by a large picture and
a small one exactly beneath .it, re-
peated seven or eight times in one
room, with no hope of a change in
sight to relieve the monotony. It was
as trying on the nerves as a constant
striking on one key on the pianp. Be-
sides, it cast reflection on the origi-
nality of the picture hanger.
Even worse is the overworked diag-
onal placing of pictures. While this
is occasionally good the occasion Is
only the exception which proves the
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi
and Texas. The four local-optio- n states, where the law is in effect in cer-
tain counties only, are Maryland, Virginia, Arkansas and Louisiana.
The bureau's investigation of the subject reveals a close connection be-
tween lack of compulsory attendance laws and illiteracy. The states rank
in percentage of illiteracy very much In accordance with the length of time
compulsory schooling has been In effect and the completeness with which
It is enforced. "
The states vary widely in number of years and amount of attendance
required each year. The period of compulsory attendance is from eight to
twelve in North Carolina and Virginia. In most states it is e4ght to fourteen
or fifteen. The present tendency is to raise the upper limit of compulsion.
In 17 states the compulsory age limit Is sixteen years or above; In Idaho it
Is eighteen. As a general rule, however, children in all these states are
allowed to leave school at fourteen years of age If they secure employment or
have completed the eighth, grade in school.
Some Visitors Uncle Sam Does Not Want
THE recent seizure by the New York customs authorities of the village of
ants which Mrs. C. W. Morse wished to bring with her from
Mm
i T "lit
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rule, and I might almost say that you
should never put one picture a little
to one side beneath another picture.
And this seems the favorite placing
on the walls of most amateurs. If you
0 WTO THd
N COUNTRY
Europe Is only an episode in the per-
petual war waged against undesirable
Immigrants, human, animal and veget-
able. Mrs. Morse's village, like the
one which reached Philadelphia about
a fortnight before, was probably a by-
product of the Increased Interest in
nature study, but the United States
government not only discourages such
aids to amateur research but absolute-
ly prohibits them. By a law passed
la 1905 the importation of living in-
sects .into this country is forbidden
9 "know that you don't know," do notbe afraid to hang just one' picture offair size in whatever space you haveunder consideration and condense all
the little pictures you feel you must
have on one wall. This brings me
to one of the serious faults to be found
sometimes with the pictures them-
selves: they are too email and insig-
nificant., This can, In some cases, be
overcome by condensing them. With
this idea in mind, glance at the ar-
rangement of the pictures over the
drawing of a davenport. Immediately-on- e
receives a pleasant impression
caused by the harmony of design. The
and there are other laws which regulate so strictly the importation of larger
animals that in many cafes no discretion is left to the authorities.
The classic Instance of misguided enthusiasm Is the introduction in 1869
of the destructive gipsy moth by a scientist named Trouvelot. Trouvelota
Frenchman by birth, an astronomer In Harvard;, unfortunately he was also
an ardent entomologist who had devoted much of his leisure time to the
consideration of the silk worm Industry. In an evil hour he conceived the
idea of breeding a hardier worm which might withstand the diseases which
then were ravaging rearing establishments in France, and in pursuit of this
purpose Imported some gipsy moths, intending to cross them with some of
the native species found In the United States. It so chanced, however, that
he left the window of his study In Medford, Mass., open one day. When he
returned a mass of eggs laid by the gipsy visitors had disappeared.
employed on the bodice. The latter
is worn over a fine white linen shirt,
that again reveals its presence in
bouffant under-sleeve- s which emerge
from the curtailed coatsleeve. As
shown, the coatee is very loose and'
vague of outline; the fronts a mere
Incident, whereas the back takes a
long point. And a fascinating finish
would be Imparted to the whole cos-
tume by lining this coat, and also the
godets, with some bright contrasting
silk, which could be accentuated In
the belt.
Everything Was All Right Except the Logic
FORMER Senator Joe Blackburn, now in the city, Is bringing to light a lot
anecdotes of the day when a black slouch hat simply had to
be worn by a statesman otherwise
. f .
THAflK YOU
FOR, YOUR.
.APPRHCIATIOM
i v - i sOF THE
THincs
THMYQtl
he was no statesman at all. When-
ever I look at the coterie of states-
men on the hill nowadays who wear
brown derbies, I wonder how far along
they would have gone in the old
black slouch-ha- t days.
Anyhow, this little story 'comes
from Senator Blackburn.
When Charlie Towne of Minnesota
was in the senate, serving his 28-da- y
term by appointment, he made a
speech. Sort o' short time to get in a
COULD
ÜNDF- R,-
STAND
six or more email pictures are grouped
formally enough to form one unit, and
one is not annoyed by a spotty hit-or-mi-
effect, which a more careless dis-
position of these same pictures would
surely give. The space above the dav-
enport might be correctly filled in
other ways. The three lower pictures
Dainty but Durable Bamboo.
Novelties In bamboo furniture are
among the desirable articles which a
woman can pick up to help furnish her
rooms. Aside from their being prettily
decorated, they are strong and firm,
built to withstand a great deal of hard
usage. But their chief attraction lies
in their remarkable lightness which
enables the home-make- r to move them
from one end of a house to the other
without any sfrained lifting. This is
due largely to the almost impercep-
tible weight of their hollow bamboo
frames, which are covered with the
finest straw matting.
An extremely neat desk for a Girl's
boudoir shows large pink peonies scat-tere- d
here and there over the surface
of the matting. Book racks, bureaus,
and all sorts of .oddly shaped tables
are also decorated to match.
might be dispensed with, in which case
speech in the senate, but he did get it in. It was a rip-snorti- speech, full
of wit and blood and thunder, just the sort of speech that you do not hear
every day In the senate. It was a criticism of the Republican policy in the
Philippines, and to tell the truth a lot of Republicans were secretly tickled
over It, but just didn't dare say so. Among those present was Senator
Depew of New York, who just thought to himself he would take a crack at
that brand-ne- 28-da- y senator. When Towne had closed and his Mends were
crowding around to congratulate him, up marched Senator Depew.
"A magnificent effort," he said, "a wonderful speech. Your, diction was'
elegant, your delivery forceful, but your logic was execrable."
But Towne was not overpowered by this. He smiled as he returned the
compliment.
"Thank you, senator, for your appreciation of the things in my speech
whkb you could understand."
the three larger ones should be low-
ered. Or one large picture could fill
this whole space.
In gathering a number of pictures
into a group some attention should
be given to the subjects, and ridicu-
lous combinations avoided. They need
not all be landscapes, and they need
UíMUY Or KÜV H&CÜ LIBRAR)
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Notice tor PüblicationNotice for- - Publication' I NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
- Alt ilk '
Department of the Interior ., t í
- s 'US
'
Land Office, Clayton,' N M
Feb 111914, :
Notice is hereby given that Jesse C
Grinstead of Mills, N M who,, on Dec.
16 1908, made Homestead entry 95948,
Serial Ño 0249 for SEJ Section 4,
Twp 2V N Range 26 E,N M P Meríd i án
has filed notice of intention to make
Five-yea- r proof to establish claim to
the land above' described before W H
Willcox U S Commissioner &t his of-
fice in Roy N M on the 6th day of
May, 1914.; '
Claimant names as witnesses
Herbert Mériclé Manford S Bentley,
Albert ? Pate; ' ' Jesse E La Rue
all of Mills N M
-3 21 Paz Valverde, Registe
Notice For Publication
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 11, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Lemuel
L Reed, of Solano, N. M, who, on
Apr. 17, 1911made Adl HE, Recpt. No
752192, Serial No. 013143 for the SEJ,'
Section 27,
Twp. 20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above describ
ed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S, Com
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
on the 24th day of April 1914. 4
Claimant names as witnesses,
James W Johnson v Ben W Sturgis
of Roy, N. M.
Joseph G Reed, Jose J Garcia,
of Solano, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
'
' Register,
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U.' S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
April 6 1914,
. Notice is hereby given that John
WWilkins, of Mills, N. M. who on
made HE 96896 No. 07514 for
SWJ, Section 35 Township 22 North
Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year Jfroor, to esiaDiisn. ciaim to
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S Commissioner,,, at Roy
N, M. on the 20th day o May, '14,
Claimant ñames as witnesses;
Jessie Russell John Russell,
William DeForce all of Mills NM
G R Abernathy, of Roy,N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. .S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
r , Apr 6 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Philip
A Barnett of Roy NM. who on l0r28-1- 0
made HE 012336 Adl 014852 for
SWI & SEJ Sec 11 Twp 19N. Rng 26 E.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com.
F. H. Foster, at his office, at. Roy,
N. M., on the 21st day of May.
'1914.
Claimam names as witnesses:
w TT Guthman SB Shanon
O A Butler Irvin Ogden Sr
all ot Roy, N. M."
Paz Valverde,
,
Register.
Department .of the Jnteriqr,
.
U S Land Office at Santa Fe N M,
i , ; Feb; 28th 1914,--
Notice Is hereby given that Inez Howe
of Sanchez, N M, whoon Jan 11, 1911
made HE No, 014777, for NJ NW1 Sec,
35, and N NE Section. 34,
Twp, 15 N, Range" 24 E. Ns M P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore G H Buxton, U S Commissioner
at his office at Buxton, N M, on
the 16th day of April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
EBCropp, ' Turner Pender,
Francisco Chavez , JM Howe,
Alijof Sanchez. N M,
Francisco Delgodo
3--7 4-- 4 Register,
NOTICE ?OR PUBLICATION,
Department of the Iuterior, --
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Feb. 27. 1914,
.
Notice is hereby given that JoseDolores
Archuleta, of Mosquero N M, wha on
Feb. 6, 1911, made HE, Serial No.
012788, for Lots 1 and 2 and S
'
NEi Section 5, Township 17
N, Range 29 E, N M P Meridian, has
filed notice, of intention to make thre
year proof, to estáblish claim
.
to the
land above described before Mrs Elvira
G Stanton, U S Commissioner, a.
Mosquero Nl on the 7 day of Mayf
1911 ....
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Josó Eliso Griego " Nicolas Chaves,
Donato Sanchez ' Jacinto Galindie,
All of Mosquero N M
Paz Valverde,
3.7 4-- 4 . Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M- -
Mar 11 1914
Notice is hereby given that Genoveva
G Madril of Ray, N. M who on
made HE, No 96875 Serial 07944, for
the lots 1, 2 and 3 and NEJ SWi,
- 'Sic-lS- Twp: 19 N. Range
25 E N. M. ,P. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year prof , to establish claim to the
Jjind aiove described, before W. H.
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at hisoffl-c- e
at Roy, N. M. on the 15th day of
May 1914. - '
Claimant names as witnesses:
Vicente Martinez Seferino Garcia
Roman Sandoval All of Roy, N. M
Jesus Vigil of Wagon Mound, N M
Paz Valverde,
.: Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Offipe'at Clayton,' N. M
,. Mar. U 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frederick
Fluhman, pf MiilsN. M who,on
made HE Serial No. 010272, for . the
NW and the NEJ
Sec, 13 Township 22 N Rge.
26 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W.H. WilIcoX;U.S. Commissioner at
his office, at Roy, N. M. on the 16th,
day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Wm Schoenerstedt Lawrence w Fliess
Henry F Fliess PauJ F Roeber,
'V all of Mills, N, M. ;
' ' " Paz Valverde
3,21-4-í- á, , Register.
Depatment of the Inferior, ':
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,.'
Apr. 6, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that J ames A.
Proctor, of Roy; N,M, who on 2-- 1
made HE No. 22857-0168Í- "?
Serial 06232 fór NEi 'section 10
andNWJ Sec 11 Twp 2QN.Rg 26 E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final three-yea- r proof .to es-
tablish claim to the' land above descri-
bed, before F. H. Foster, U S Com-
missioner at Roy N. M.
on the 25th day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Fred S Brown Frank A. Roy
J Floersheim F D Meffert,
all of Roy, N, M,
,' Paz Valverde,
Register.
Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Apr 14, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Augusta
M Cushing, of Minonk, 111. heir of
Harvey D. Gushing, Deceased, of
Roy, N. M who on Nov 22 1907 made
HE. Serial No 05832 No 21495 for SWJ
Sec. 25, Twp.20 N, Rng. 27 E. N M P
Meridian has filed notice of ÍLtention
to make final five year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commis-
sioner at his . office at Roy; ' Nv : M . on
the 25 day of Mayy T914. , '
Claimant names as witnesses;
Richard Reynolds Zenath Reynolds
H e Hieklea Wm. G Johnson,
All' of Roy, N, M.
"x : Paz Valverde
4-- 6 ' i s ". Register.
NOTICE FORv PQBLIQATJON
Departmen.of. the Interior, v
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
,v;' Apr. 16, 1914
Notice is here'by given that Vicente A
Gomez, '.
'
of.Roy,NM.
who on 3 25-'0- 9 made HE Serial No.
07733 fo'EJ-Sfci.SWS- SEJ-SW- J
Sec 18 Twp,'l9 Ñj Range 25 E, N M P.
Meridian, has filed, notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land bove described, be-
fore WH Willcox Ü S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M,' on the 6th
day of June 1914
claimant names as witnesses- -
Aniceto Gomez Seferino Garcia
'Estevan Gomez Albino Gomez
All of Roy N M, -
.
Paz Valverde,
.' ! ' Register
Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clavton, N.M
' Apr, 14, 1914.
Notice is héreby given that Kirby C
Morris, of Mills, N. M. who, on
Dec, 27 1910 made HE Serial No.012600
forNJ ;,' Sec. 15, : Twp. 22 N.
Range 25 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foste", U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy N. M. on the 5th day of
June 1914 , '
Claimant: names as vitnesses:
C. E. Deaton Oral O. Deaton,
Chas, H. Wéatherill William H Seitz,
All' of? Mills, N. M.
.
' Paz Valverde,
.
- Register:;
When thinking of
That New Spring
Suit, Call and see
our
Edward E. Strauss,
Samples.
We can suit you
in Price, Style and
Workmanship,
All Suits Ordered from our
Samples will be Cleaned and
Pressed for three months Free!
Geo.
'
D.
'
Miller, Agt
Rheumatic Pain Relieved.
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so small a cost'?
Mrs, Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
'Ihave been subject to attacksiof
rh'euitoatism for years, chamberlain's
Linemént always relieves me '1 im
mediately, and I take pleasure - in
recommending it to others," '23 and
50 cent bottles. For sale by all
Dealers. . '
Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mar. 11 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank J
SeidelJr, of Roy, N.M. who, on
made HE Serial No 010933 for SE1,
Settion 9 Township 20N. Range 26E
N,. M. p. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Final three year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. HT Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 15 day of May.
19Í4,', ; ,
Ckimant names as witnesses: '"
W S Wane GR Abernathy,
John Sehneider. Paul Anderson,
v all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
' '
'
. Register.
i Hit I nférenos.
Robert had been dutifully listening
to the conversation of his parents.
They were discussing, a certain Mrs.
Smith, who was tagged in their talk
as a."grass widow. "I say, pa," saiJ
Robert after some reflection, "Ib
grass widow a woman whose husbanfl
died-O- f hay fever?'" .
